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Mission of Franke Washroom Systems
Franke Washroom Systems is a world leading provider of intelligent washroom solutions to the
public, semi-public and commercial sector. We continually raise our capability and performance
in reliability, service, innovation and know how, enabling our professional customers to set
benchmarks of their own. We are expert partners, dedicated to create complete washroom
systems that outshine the rest in functionality, design and durability.
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About us

Pictured above left, the W&G Sissons workshop (1874) and above right the modern day lean manufacturing production plant in Chesterfield

Part of the Washroom Systems Division of the Franke Group, Franke Sissons designs and manufactures
commercial stainless steel products and stainless steel and composite sanitaryware products for
commercial buildings. Established in 1784, W&G Sissons was one of the first in the world to manufacture
domestic and commercial sinks from stainless steel.
We were acquired by the Franke group in 2002, a company
operating in over 40 countries and changed our name to
Franke Sissons Ltd. We now form part of the Washroom
Systems Division of Franke, manufacturing a full range
of stainless steel products for commercial and catering
applications as well as composite sanitaryware products.
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From the manual manufacturing processes of the 18th
century, to our modern day lean manufacturing production,
our commitment to continuous improvement and 229 years
experience has made us the trusted provider of choice to
our customers including Architects, Specifiers and Planners,
Distributors, Contractors and Installers.

Service and
Support
 omprehensive Technical Backup
C
and Service
 		Franke Sissons are committed
to providing the very highest
levels of technical support to our
customers. Our customer service
team is on hand to provide you with
answers to your technical queries.
		Our website www.franke-ws.com
also has comprehensive information
on our products including
downloadable data sheets.
		Technical product specifications
on NBS Plus.

Accreditations

		CPD training delivered in a handy
lunchtime presentation format at a
location to suit you.
		Training facilities and showroom.

Recertified in 2012, having held the prestigious accreditation
since 2008, ISO9001 is a rigorous set of standards
recognised globally. It provides our customers with the
peace of mind that Franke Sissons have demonstrated the
highest quality control of activities to ensure that the needs
and expectations of our customers are met.
Most of our products are CE marked which demonstrates
that they are suitable to be sold in the European union
as they conform with the essential requirements of the
applicable EC directives.
Franke manufacture, distribute, commission and service a
comprehensive range of water efficient washroom products
including low flush, ultra low flush and waterless WCs and
urinals. These help to significantly reduce the amount
of water used in washrooms and can assist specifiers in
achieving BREEAM points for specific projects.
The Enhanced Capital Allowance (ECA) scheme enables
businesses to claim up to 100% first year capital allowances
on investments in technologies and products that encourage
sustainable water use. The Water Technology List (WTL)
provides details of products that qualify for this. Look for the
logo on applicable products.

Capacity
		We have the capacity to deliver
any size project; large or small and
to suit any budget.
Bespoke Design Service
		We have provided many of our
customers with special products
that are either variations on our
standard product range, such
as special length urinals, or
complementary to our standard
products. We can also provide
products in different materials and
finishes for specific requirements.
Customer On-Site Support
		Our dedicated engineer is on
hand to provide technical support
on-site.

BS EN 997 - This British standard outlines the requirements for WCs from the
perspective of construction and performance, emphasising functional criteria.
All the WCs manufactured at Franke Sissons have met the performance criteria for
4, 5 and 6 litre flushing.
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sustainability:
global vision
to local action

Local actions taken:
Energy Usage
Here at our Chesterfield site, we have made
a key change to improve our energy usage by
introducing lighting management, combining
technologies that include super energy efficient
lighting and motion sensors.
Processes

Sustainability for Franke means treating people and
natural resources with care and respect; designing
products and services towards excellence during
the whole life cycle; building lasting relationships
with our customers; achieving long term financial
stability rather than short term success.
Sustainability is a journey rather than a project.
In 2011 we signed up to the UN Global compact. We are
committed to making the global compact and its principles in
the areas of human rights, labour standards, the environment
and anti-corruption part of our day to day operations.
No production is possible without the consumption of
resources or the generation of waste. Yet, we believe that it
is our responsibility to reduce the impact of our operations,
taking into account the commercial viability and the availability
of environmentally friendly technology. Our activities focus on
topics that help us reduce costs, while at the same time reducing
the environmental impact of production processes. As such, we
have identified the efficient use of energy, CO2 emissions and the
consumption of water as the most relevant topics. As a group we
aim to reduce our relative energy consumption by 10% by the end
of 2013, as well as reducing CO2 emissions by at least 10% by
the end of 2013 compared to the year 2011.
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Efficient production processes and continuous
improvement through our lean manufacturing
production process FLOW develops people,
teams, tools and techniques to remove
inefficiencies from our business system. It has
enabled us to produce the best products in
the most efficient way, saving time and money
which is then passed onto our customers.
Materials
We have switched from using synthetic oils to
all mineral based oils during the manufacturing
process, which are kinder to the environment.
We are also switching from using low density
polyethylene shrink wrap packaging to fully
recyclable cardboard packaging making it easier
and more ethical to dispose of.
Supply Chain Management
We are in regular discussions with our suppliers
to ensure the quality and availability of raw
materials. Some of our companies have begun
to include wider sustainability issues such as
human and labour rights and environmental
topics in their pre-screening and evaluation of
suppliers. We plan to address environmental and
social issues more systematically in the future
and to give priority to suppliers that have high
standards in these topics.

Water Efficiency
Save Water, Save Money

The Water Act 2003 requires all public bodies to consider the water consumption of their buildings,
which includes schools, social care facilities and offices.
In many buildings, toilets account for one-third of water
use, making them an attractive target for water efficiency
improvements. Cost savings (through reduced water and
energy bills) and tax reductions for businesses implementing
water efficient technologies is another encouragement. Low
cost retrofits, or replacing older toilets with newer and more
water-efficient models as well as installing waterfree urinals
are potential options.

Low-volume or dual flush WCs
Back in 1997, in preparation for the water byelaws that came
into effect in 1999, Franke Sissons developed the 6 litre toilet
that became the standard for all new WC suites.
In 2009, we developed the reduced flush WC that uses only 5
litres of water for each flush as well as full and half flush options
in wall or floor mounted options. Using dual flush technology can
save 25% of water compared to a standard 6 litre cistern.

Water free urinals
Did you know that 1 waterless urinal can save over
87,000 litres of water per year? Franke’s range of waterless
urinals are becoming a much more viable alternative to the
traditional flushing urinals.
Waterless urinal troughs, purpose made to maximise the flow
to the waterless waste fitting and reduce standing fluids to
ensure that the product is clean and odour free are becoming
increasingly popular in stadiums, public houses, nightclubs,
public toilets and factories where there is a high frequency of
use. They are also available in pod urinals.

Key Facts

30% of water used in the UK is flushed down

Our WC was also the first in the market to pass the new 2010
standard EN 997 2010-04-CL 1-6/5/4A-6C for 4 litre flushing.

the toilet.

We are always developing the leading technologies required
to ensure that maximum water savings and thus cost savings
can be achieved by our customers.

litres of water a day.

UK toilets alone flush away more than 1.2 billion

Billions of litres of water are needlessly
wasted every day.
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Why choose stainless steel?
The use of stainless steel as the material of first choice for products in public and semi-public washrooms
has become today’s standard for good reason.
This material is robust, easy to maintain, and therefore very
durable which makes the products economical over the
lifetime of the building. Sanitary fixtures that inhibit
vandalism and are easy to clean, help building operators to
keep service and maintenance costs to a minimum.
Stainless steel is not only resistant to moisture and most acids,
it also stands out due to its hardness, high tolerance of heat and
cold, and hygienic characteristics which makes it the first choice
for hospitals and food processing plants. Dirt and oil can easily
be washed from the smooth, pore-free surface without the need
for harsh cleaning products and scratches and grooves on covers
lose their sharp edges quickly and blend in to the surface.
Stainless steel is a low carbon steel that contains at least 10.5%
chromium (Cr) and no more than 1.2% carbon (C). They form
a self-regenerating surface layer (passive layer) that gives the
material resistance to corrosion, thereby ensuring significantly
improved characteristics compared to unalloyed steels.
Chromium is the key ingredient which makes the metal stainless
and rust resistant therefore it ages gracefully. Franke uses steels
with a higher chromium content and nickel as an additional alloy
component for its sanitary fixtures. This combination further
increases its resistance to corrosion.

Over 70% of new stainless steel comes from melted down
stainless steel scrap. Its main component is scrap iron, of
which there is no shortage, while other metallic elements
alloyed with the iron are chromium and molybdenum which
are plentiful within the earth’s crust. Nickel, which comprises
around 10% of the standard austenitic stainless steel grades,
is less abundant but is not in short supply and is being
recycled effectively.
More efficient process technology has allowed steelmakers
to significantly reduce the amount of energy used in the
production of stainless steel over the past two decades.
Stainless steel’s low thermal conductivity makes soldering
and welding more energy efficient than with many other
metals. Stainless steel washroom and sanitaryware has an
extremely long life expectancy and as such the energy used
in manufacture is spread over a long period, providing the
most economic long term solution compared with other
materials. This is especially true when maintenance costs
over the lifetime of the installation are taken into account.

Stainless steel is 100% recyclable
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Surfaces overview:
Material number 1.4301 (AISI 304) is used in
accordance with DIN EN 10088. The formula
18/10 stands for 18 % chromium and 10%
nickel. This composition gives the material its
particular characteristics.
Stainless steel high polished
The surface for high-quality
requirements
Stainless steel satin-finished
Satin polish for general applications
InoxPlus surface refinement
Makes fingerprints almost invisible

Stainless steel material characteristics
Material-	AISI
No.

Composition

Characteristics

1.4301
304
18 Cr/10 Ni
• very good level of
				corrosion-resistance
• 8-10 % addition of
				 nickel improves the
			
corrosion-resistance
• non-magnetic
316L
		

18 Cr/
• excellent level of
12 Ni/		 corrosion-resistance
2 Mo
• addition of
				 molybdenum makes
				 V4A (1.4435)
				 highly resistant to
				 corrosion and to
				 most acids

Stainless steel - Clean and care
Practical experiences show that using high-quality materials
reduces the staining of products that helps to maintain the
appearance of heavily used washrooms.
Wash stations and accessories take on a hygienic atmosphere.
Thanks to its durable and hygienic characteristics, stainless
steel provides clean and safe products for public washrooms.
Brushes with natural or plastic bristles, textiles out of natural
or chemical fibres, micro fibre towel, plastic fleece, leather,
sponge cloth, sponges, pressure washer, vapour stream
cleaner, toothpaste, household and window-cleaning products
and natural cleaning substances like diluted vinegar
(20% vinegar / 80% water) are ideal for cleaning stainless steel.
Steel wool, abrasive, grinding and polishing powder as well as
sand paper should not be used on stainless steel as they can
cause the material to scratch.
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MIRANIT - Stable and Elegant
Sanitary equipment made of shatter-proof, resin-bonded mineral granite are exceptionally well suited for
providing a modern and at the same time aesthetic design for sanitary rooms in public environments.
Cast in a single mould without adhesive seams or joints,
MIRANIT products feature the following important
characteristics: high stability, elegant appearance and high
durability due to the smooth, pore-free, hygienic and easy to
maintain Gelcoat surface.
The name MIRANIT stands for a stable compound consisting
of approximately 80 % natural minerals such as marble,
sandstone and quartz sand as well as approx. 20 % high
quality unsaturated polyester resin. Quartz is one of the
hardest materials and constitutes a large part of the earth’s
crust. The final product is highly stable in combination with
the unsaturated polyester resin and it has very good forming
characteristics to facilitate easy production into cast moulds.
3

This particular characteristic of the resin-bonded mineral
material makes it possible to create products of almost any
shape with a minimum material thicknesses.
These characteristics facilitate the creation of well designed
relatively thin washbasins and multiple washing systems that
can cope with the harshest conditions found in the sanitary
facilities of public and commercial areas.
There is an option for any application whether it be single,
double or triple washbasins with a round or square option,
children’s washbasins or bespoke up to a maximum of 3.6
metres with a choice of bowl shape.

1 MIRANIT– fracture-resistant compound made of

natural minerals and unsaturated polyester resin

2

2 Hygienic surface, temperature-resistant up to 80°C
3 Smooth, pore-free and high-gloss Gelcoat surface

1
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4

4 Niche washbasins can be cut to length on-site using

a diamond tipped circular saw

Advantages compared with
ceramic sanitaryware:
Sanitary products manufactured under the brand
name MIRANIT can be classed under the generic
term of “cast mineral products”. Compared to
other cast products such as ceramic sanitaryware,
MIRANIT products have the following advantages:
Higher stability in terms of impact
resistance and being shatter-proof.
Clean shapes with good design and the
the use of small radii.
A total length of 3.60 m can be
achieved for niche washbasins.

MIRANIT - Clean and care
The Gelcoat surface of MIRANIT is dirt repellent and
particularly easy to care. In most cases a damp cloth
is completely adequate for cleaning the washbasins.
More serious soiling can be removed with mild, nonscouring cleaners. This also applies to colour pencil
traces, shoe polish, ink, iodine solution and lipstick.
Stains that could result from burning cigarettes, for
example, can be removed with a polishing paste.
For a sustained shine it is recommended to
occasionally rub MIRANIT equipment products
with commercially available car polish and then
immediately repolish the treated surfaces.

Damaged surfaces can be repaired
with special repair kits.
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Applications
solutions for any commercial project

Leisure
Due to its high frequency of usage, all equipment in the public
toilets of leisure facilities is subject to heavy exposure. In
order to ensure optimum hygiene under these conditions, it
is necessary to have durable materials and reliable products.
Practical experience has shown that the use of high-quality,
contamination-resistant materials contributes towards
maintaining heavily used sanitary rooms.

Security and Police
Safety issues are of prime importance in prisons or police cells.
The impending risk of vandalism, misuse, wilful self-abuse or
the concealment of drugs and weapons can be counteracted
with corresponding sanitary equipment available from Franke
Washroom Systems.

Travel and Transport
Only durable and stable solutions can stand up to heavily
frequented public toilets such as in airports and railway stations.
Maximum reliability, easy care and simple maintenance satisfy
both users as well as operators. Right from the planning stage
it is necessary to take into account the special requirements of
these facilities.
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Education
The right material surfaces make sanitary products a pleasant
rounded-off experience, even for the smallest of us. Franke
Washroom Systems have a suitable offer for nurseries right the
way up to universities.

Hotels and Restaurants
The key to top-class washrooms in the hotel lobby and restaurants
is creating an atmosphere of homeliness that welcomes the guest
to a return visit. At the same time economic efficiency and ease
of care are focal issues. Customised concepts for washing units,
aesthetically pleasing surfaces and high-quality accessories
provide optimum sanitary room facilities that leave a positive
memory without neglecting cost of operation.

Military
Heavy stress exposure is the daily routine for man and material
in military facilities. Functionality and ruggedness are key
issues when selecting suitable items of equipment for sanitary
facilities. Due to their ruggedness and ease of cleaning, rows of
washbasins made of mineral granite or stainless steel are always
on the safe side.

Healthcare and laboratory
Facilities used in hospitals and nursing homes must meet special
requirements. Besides the need for hygiene and ease of use for
patients, possibilities for cleaning and disinfection are of focal
importance. Touch-free fittings and accessories, easy-to-grip
mobility aids as well as easy-care, hygienic surfaces on sanitary
items are adapted to the needs of these facilities. Our product
range incorporates HTM63 and HTM64 standards as well sinks
made from grade 316 stainless steel which are highly resistant to
corrosion and most acids.

Stadia
Whether in recreational or professional sports – participants, as
well as spectators in sports facilities generate heavy water and
energy consumption when using sanitary facilities. Sustainability
is thus an important keyword when planning and operating
sporting venues. Economic and yet comfortable fittings can
conserve natural resources while at the same time ensure a high
standard of hygiene whilst helping to prevent vandalism when
accommodating large crowds of visitors.

Retail stores
Culture
The application of aesthetically demanding materials such
as mineral granite and stainless steel for washing units and
accessories, combined with advanced automatic fittings
technology, creates a clean and noble ambience that is also
well capable of handling the frequency of visits. Here at Franke
Washroom systems we have complete packages even for
specific requirements such as the Wudu/ablution washing
station and squat pan.

The enhancement of the shopping experience with inviting product
displays and clean facilities are key parts of modern retailing. The
use of stainless steel products are ideal for retail applications as
they are very durable, easy to keep clean and maintain their high
quality image with the minimum of maintenance. Special and
standard products are available to suit the wide range of potential
applications in this important market sector.

12
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SANITARYWARE
Public washrooms in places such as motorway rest areas, railway
stations and sports stadiums require a high level of protection
against vandalism. This range of WCs, urinals and associated
products is designed to fulfil this requirement. Stainless steel
products provide durability but with innovative design. Wellmaintained toilets and washrooms do not just convey a good
image – they demonstrate cleanliness to visitors, be it in a favourite
restaurant, exhibition centre or place of work.

PRODUCT FEATURES
	Easy to clean, hygienic
	Robust and resistant to vandalism
	Minimum of 1.2mm thick stainless steel used
	Wide range of designs
	Easy to install
	Compatible with wall installation mounting frames
	WC models for disabled access
	Anti-slip floor design for use in showers and squatting WCs
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Sanitaryware

Wall hung and floor standing WCs
Sanitaryware

IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Campus 6/4 or 4/2.6 litre flush wall hung
P trap WC - Push fit
Campus wall hung WC pan for installation frames, made of stainless
steel, surface satin finished, material thickness 1.6mm, flushing
certificated to EN 997, concealed flushing rim with min. 4 litre flushing
capacity, with a shrouded 100mm diameter horizontal P trap outlet,
pressed seat area tapered towards centre, all edges curved. Mounting
plate and safety screws included. Conforms to EN 38.
Without toilet seat

CMPX592

With seat pads

CMPX592S

With black seat and lid

CMPX592B

With grey seat and lid

CMPX592G

With white seat and lid

CMPX592W

Campus 6/4 or 4/2.6 litre flush floor standing
P trap WC - Push fit
Campus floor standing WC pan for installation frames, made of stainless
steel, surface satin finished, material thickness 1.6mm, flushing
certificated to EN 997, concealed flushing rim with min. 4 litre flushing
capacity, with a shrouded 100mm diameter horizontal P trap outlet,
pressed seat area tapered towards centre, all edges curved. Mounting
plate and safety screws included. Conforms to EN 38.
Without toilet seat

CMPX597
CMPX597S

With seat pads
With black seat and lid

CMPX597B

With grey seat and lid

CMPX597G

With white seat and lid

CMPX597W

Citadel ready assembled floor standing WC 6 litre
With close coupled cistern and plastic seat and lid. Manufactured from
grade 1.4301 (304) stainless steel. Material thickness 1.5mm - satin
polish finish. The integral 6 litre cistern is operated by a push button
control – 13mm water inlet for connection to the mains water supply. A
110mm diameter flexible connector is supplied suitable for connection
via the floor or rear entry. Access is provided by two removable panels,
one on either side of the WC. The Citadel WC is held in place by a floor
fixing joggle strip and/or 4 no. wall fixing screws (not supplied).
360x670x750mm
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Telephone : 01246 458900
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Sanitaryware
Disabled WCs
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Floor standing disabled WC pan, manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel - satin polish finish, material thickness of 1.5mm for the
pan and shroud with a stainless steel P trap 102mm o/d, supplied
complete with Multikwik® connector. A flush bend and 90° plastic bend
is provided for the cistern downpipe connection. Rear mounting plate
with 4 no. stainless steel bolts supplied, for mounting onto a duct wall.
The front of the WC is fixed to the floor using a joggle strip. Pipe fixing is
achieved by using the side access panel provided. The WC is supplied
with a white plastic seat and hole for downpipe.
For surface mounted cistern
For duct fitted cistern

G21743N
G21743NT

Bariatric WC with heavy duty seat and lid
A specially designed, floor standing WC for bariatric patients, fitted with
a large seat and lid which gives increased support and comfort to the
user. The width of 500 mm provides stability and security for users
weighing up to 381kg (60 stones) and can be installed in hospitals,
doctor’s surgeries, specialist clinics and nursing homes. Can be flushed
with a conventional 6 litre duct mounted cistern. Grab rails to aid
movement on and off the WC are also available. Approved to BS EN 997.
600x555x400mmG22080N

DOC M sanitary packs
Concealed Cistern version with Disabled WC, Cistern,
downpipe, Doc M grab rail pack, Washbasin with tap hole
and Protronic S tap
DOCMPACKCON
Exposed Cistern version with Disabled WC, Cistern,
downpipe, Doc M grab rail pack, Washbasin with tap hole
and Protronic S tap
DOCMPACKEXP

Telephone : 01246 458900

www.franke-ws.com
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Sanitaryware

Floor standing disabled WC with seat

Sanitaryware

Heavy Duty and Anti Ligature WCs
Sanitaryware

IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Campus 6/4 or 4/2.6 litre flush wall hung P
trap WC - Bolt fix
For fitting through a duct wall, manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel, material thickness 1.5mm for the pan and shroud - satin
polish finish. The WC incorporates a stainless steel P trap 102mm o/d. A
separate mounting plate and 3 bolts are provided for mounting the WC
through a duct wall. The Campus WC has a pressed seating area that
does not require a separate seat in vandal prone installations. However, a
seat and lid can be fitted. Approval: Complies with BS EN 997 for 4 litre
flushing. Also complies with the Australian and German test standards.
Not suitable for installation frames.
Without toilet seat

HDTX592

With black seat and lid

HDTX592B

With seat pads

HDTX592S

Campus 6/4 or 4/2.6 litre flush floor standing
P trap WC - Bolt fix
For fitting through a duct wall, manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel, material thickness 1.5mm for the pan and shroud - satin
polish finish. The WC incorporates a stainless steel P trap 102mm o/d. A
separate mounting plate and 4 bolts are provided for mounting the WC
through a duct wall. The Campus WC has a pressed seating area that
does not require a separate seat in vandal prone installations. However, a
seat and lid can be fitted. Approval: Complies with BS EN 997 for 4 litre
flushing. Also complies with the Australian and German test standards.
Not suitable for installation frames.
Without toilet seat

HDTX597

With black seat and lid

HDTX597B

With seat pads

HDTX597S

Also Available...
Home Office recommended model with a unique anti-ligature
flushing rim which through manufacturing methods and design can
guarantee a gap of no more than 1.9mm and can be secured to the
floor as well as the wall of the building.
HDTX599
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Sanitaryware

Heavy Duty and Anti Ligature WCs
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304) stainless steel - satin polish finish.
Material thickness 2.0mm, all welded construction. Suitable for installation
with a duct wall ensuring all pipe work is concealed. Unit is fixed to the wall
using a special removable frame which locates into the rear of the main body
and is held in position using security fixing screws. The WC can be
positioned on the right hand side, the left hand side or central to the unit. A
centre water outlet can be provided which needs to be connected to a
pre-mixed water supply. A direct flushing valve for the WC can also be provided. A fully welded flush grated waste outlet can be fitted to the wash bowl.
The unit can be complete with recessed toilet roll holder and towel holder.
The WC has been approved to BS EN 937 for 6 litre flushing performance.
The illustrations and photo opposite show a typical prison unit, however the
design and fittings can be modified to suit site conditions. Products can be
foam filled, on request, for extra strength and reduction of noise in a security
environment.
699x699x1000mm
WC on left, bolt fixed through wall

HDTX800L

WC on right, bolt fixed through wall

HDTX800R

WC in middle, bolt fixed through wall

HDTX800M

Options:
Rear floor to ceiling duct panels
Upstand without shelf
Upstand to incorporate water controls and access panel
Access panel in body of unit
Dimensional variations to suit site variations

Prison unit
Manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304) stainless steel - satin polish
finish. Material thickness 1.5mm. Suitable for installation on a duct wall
ensuring all pipe work is concealed. Unit is fixed to the wall using
rawlbolts or similar - there is a removable access panel at the front, held
in place with security fixing screws. Two additional fixing lugs are
supplied on the base of the WC to strengthen the overall fixing. The WC
can be positioned on either the left hand side or right hand side of the
unit.
An integral cistern is fitted within the unit which is to be fed from a tank
supply and is operated by a push button situated on the top of the unit.
Hot and cold water service are regulated by two taps, one positioned on
each rear corner of the wash bowl. The wash bowl is fitted with a 32mm
waste outlet and overflow. Supplied complete with recessed toilet roll
holder. The WC has been approved to BS EN 937 for 6 litre flushing
performance. The illustrations opposite show a typical IPSU MKIII prison
unit, however the design can be modified to suit most site conditions.
1050x550x950mm

IPSU MK III

Options:
Rear floor to ceiling duct panels
Dimensional variations to suit site variations

Telephone : 01246 458900

www.franke-ws.com
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Sanitaryware

Universal prison unit

Sanitaryware

security products, squat pans and shower trays
Sanitaryware

IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Drugs interceptor unit
Stainless steel unit with transparent top for the manual investigation of
the effluent from a WC. WC to be ordered separately. Unit incorporates a
stainless steel plate with holes to drain fluids. Flush hoses supplied.
For use in combination with a WC for installation in Customs, Security
and Immigration buildings. Special sized products can be made to suit
site installation and customer requirements.
DIU01

620x520x400mm

Communication preventer
Communication preventer for the use in prisons to prevent
communication between prison cells using the WC pipework, for
connection to WC flushing pipes DN100, material PE (weldable), EN 997
approved, EN 476 approved, DIN 1389 approved.
Z- CMPX001

140x140x180mm

Stainless steel squat pan
Squat pan, manufactured from stainless steel, thickness 1.0mm; suitable for
recessed mounting, slip resistant patterned foot areas, no waste kit included.
CMPX502

With spreader (back inlet)
Required

High level plastic cistern
and 4 piece plastic downpipe,
lever operated
F3042

!

CMPX503

Without spreader

Hand held ablution spray
F1001

Recommended

Why not combine with our WUDU washing station? See page 82 for details.

Recessed shower tray with large waste hole
Manufactured as a one piece pressing from stainless steel with rounded
internal corners, material thickness 1.0mm, surface satin finish, slip resistant
patterned base and a 38mm BSP grated waste fitting in corner position.
CMPX404

900x900x35mm
With screw for electric grounding.
Required

!

Dome grated shower waste
and trap
F2111
BS400

800x800x88mm
Required

Recommended

19

!

Flush grated shower waste
F2110

Tamper resistant shower waste fitting for
90mm outlet hole
Z-CMPX400

Telephone : 01246 458900

www.franke-ws.com

Sanitaryware
Urinals
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Single urinal for wall mounting, made of stainless steel, surface satin
finish, material thickness 1.2mm, oval bowl, stainless steel spreader ½",
hidden horizontal outlet towards wall, mounting and fixing conform to
EN80, hidden screws, includes trap, mounting bracket and domed waste.
Urinal pod for duct mounted cistern and waste pipework

Recommended

CMPX538CD
CMPX538P

Urinal pod for electronic flushing

Infra-red urinal flush control
battery operated
F1102
mains operated
F1103

Campus urinal pod - Bolt fixed
Single urinal for wall mounting, made of stainless steel, surface satin
finish, material thickness 1.2mm, oval bowl, stainless steel spreader ½",
hidden horizontal outlet towards wall, mounting and fixing conform to
EN80, hidden screws, includes trap, mounting bracket and domed waste.
Product can be foam filled, on request, for extra strength and reduction of
noise in a security environment.
313x733x342mm

HDTX538P

Urinal divider with tubular frame
Manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304) stainless steel - satin polish
finish. Material thickness 2mm with a Ø 30mm fixing rail and concealed
wall fixing flanges. Screws and dowels included.
30x397x760mmCMPX560

Heavy duty urinals also available - please ask for details

Telephone : 01246 458900

www.franke-ws.com
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Campus urinal pod - Push fit

Sanitaryware
urinals

Type/Model

Sanitaryware

IMAGE

Item Number

Centinel wall hung urinal
Manufactured from 1.2mm thick grade austenitic stainless steel polished
to a satin polish finish. Each urinal is supplied complete with 50mm
waste, sparge pipes, interconnecting pipework, plastic cistern and
downpipe. The waste outlet is positioned centrally in the length of the
urinal. The urinals can be supplied to suit both exposed and concealed
cistern arrangements – see code numbers below for details. The
recommended height for fixing the cisterns is 750-950mm, from the
underside of the cistern to the top return of the urinal. All urinals are
screw fixed to the wall through fixing holes in the top flange together with
separate wall mounted brackets which support the base of the unit.
G20117N, G20118N & G20119N

With concealed sparge pipe, plastic cistern and downpipe.
1200x300x555mm (9 litre cistern)

G20117N

1500x300x555mm (9 litre cistern)

G20123N

1800x300x555mm (13.5 litre cistern)

G20118N

2400x300x555mm (13.5 litre cistern)

G20119N

With exposed sparge pipe, plastic cistern and downpipe.

G20120N, G20121N & G20122N

1200x300x555mm (9 litre cistern)

G20120N

1500x300x555mm (9 litre cistern)

G20124N

1800x300x555mm (13.5 litre cistern)

G20121N

2400x300x555mm (13.5 litre cistern)

G20122N
Infra-red urinal flush control
battery operated
F1102
mains operated
F1103

Recommended

Urinal flush controls
An intelligent solution to limit the waste of water in washrooms is available
from Franke Sissons. A sophisticated automatic control system installed in
minutes to give years of trouble free service, the urinal controller will
significantly reduce water consumption and costs whilst maintaining the
necessary high level of hygiene at all times.
Urinal controller system detects when the facility has been used, allows
the cistern to fill which then flushes the urinal in the normal way.
An additional feature ensures that during long periods of inactivity,
weekends and holidays, the urinal is flushed at least once every 12 or 24
hours as selected. In this way the hygienic flush keeps the urinals clean
and fresh even when the building is unattended.
Infra red urinal control (battery operated)

F1102

Infra red urinal control (mains operated)

F1103

Spares
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Spare battery for infra red urinal control
F1104
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waterfree Urinals
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Single water-free urinal for wall mounting, manufactured from 1.2mm thick stainless
steel polished to a satin finish, oval bowl, hidden horizontal outlet towards wall,
mounting and fixing conform to EN80, hidden screws, includes 90° elbow with
50mm diameter, includes mounting bracket and stainless steel waste and
membrane as trap.
CMPX538WFP

313x733x342mm

Water-free urinal pod - Bolt fixed
Single water-free urinal for wall mounting, manufactured from 1.2mm thick stainless
steel polished to a satin finish, oval bowl, hidden horizontal outlet towards wall,
mounting and fixing conform to EN80, hidden screws, includes 90° elbow with
50mm diameter, includes mounting bracket and stainless steel waste and
membrane as trap. Product can be foam filled, on request, for extra strength and
reduction of noise in a security environment.
HDTX538WFP

313x733x342mm

Water-free urinal
A new design of urinal trough, purpose made to maximise the flow to the waterless
waste fitting and reduce standing fluids to ensure that the product is clean and
odour free. Fitted with the unique waterless waste design and diaphragm, urinal
slabs are ideal for locations such as stadiums, public houses, nightclubs, public
toilets and factories where there is a high frequency of use.
The waterless waste fitting is based on a simple principle of a silicone diaphragm
that allows urine to pass through the fitting but stops odours entering the
washroom. The urinal does not need any liquids, gels, scented pads or components
to be replaced on a monthly basis for the product to continue to work. The silicone
diaphragm insert needs to be replaced at least twice a year, depending upon usage.
The urinal slab is made from 1.5mm grade 304 stainless steel and is secured with
wall brackets and top edge fixings. The plastic waste fitting is 38mm without the
need for a conventional bottle trap.
L or R after the code refers to the handing of the waste outlet when
facing the unit.

Recommended

Evosan microbiological
cleaner 1litre - makes
21 litres of cleaner
F1109
Evosan spray bottle
F1111

Telephone : 01246 458900
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1200x578x300mm

G20125L/R

1800x578x300mm

G20126L/R

Spares

Waterless waste
insert
F1105
Service key
F1108
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Water-free urinal pod - Push fit

Sanitaryware
Cisterns for WCs
Sanitaryware

IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Plastic cistern for duct wall mounting for WCs
and hospital units
The duct mounting slimline cistern is manufactured from a high-impact
polystyrene and is suitable for use with Franke range of WCs and hospital
units. Cistern is supplied with the option of fitting the flushing on the front
left or right hand side. Supplied complete with plastic waste, syphon, ball
valve, float, overflow, plastic downpipe and extended lever for mounting
through the duct wall.
Note: All the fittings are supplied loose. Recommended fixing heights of
cisterns 500-1000mm from top of WCs to underside of cistern in order to
achieve maximum flushing.
6 litre - White

F3017

9 litre - Black

F3018

Single flush 6 litre concealed cistern
A concealed, mounted cistern that can be used with stainless steel and
ceramic WCs for security and public toilets installations.
420x300x150mmF3038
Heavy duty push button,
single flush, to suit 150mm thick
walls
F3036
to suit 42mm thick
panels 
F3035

Recommended

Stainless steel cistern for disabled WC with
spatulate lever
The disabled WC cistern incorporates a moulded black plastic inner
cistern together with an outer stainless steel casing. The casing is
manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304), 0.9mm thick stainless steel satin polish finish. Supplied complete with 13mm plastic inlet valve and
38mm BSP brass outlet. No overflow pipe is necessary as the cistern
incorporates an automatic internal overflow system. Adjustable to give
either a 6, 7 or 9 litre flush.
Note: The cistern is supplied completely assembled ready for connection on
site. Fixing height of cistern - minimum 750mm from floor to underside of
cistern.
G20604N

537x303x197
Required
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38mm o/d stainless steel
downpipe
G26545N

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Sanitaryware
Cisterns for Urinals
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

4.5 litre for 1 pod urinal 537x303x197mm

G20606N

9 litre for 2 pod urinals 537x303x197mm

G20607N

13.5 litre for 3 pod urinals 537x303x197mm

G20608N

Requires
one of either

Stainless steel downpipe for single
urinal pod for 4.5 litre cistern
F3025
for 2 urinal pods for 9 litre cistern
B3031
for 3 urinal pods for 13.5 litre
cistern B3032

!

Can also be combined with trough urinals

Plastic automatic cistern
4.5 litre for 1 pod urinal 508x297x181mm

F3019

9 litre for 2 pod urinals 508x297x181mm

F3020

13.5 litre for 3 pod urinals 508x297x181mm

F3022

Requires
one of either

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Stainless steel downpipe for single
urinal pod for 4.5 litre cistern
F3025
for 2 urinal pods for 9 litre cistern
B3031
for 3 urinal pods for 13.5 litre
cisternB3032
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Stainless steel automatic cistern

Sanitaryware
Grab Rails
Sanitaryware

IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Grab rail
Manufactured from grade ∅32mm EN 1.4301 (304) stainless steel with
matt polished finish to prevent slipping with an ergonomical, comfortable
diameter of about 32mm. Stainless steel cover plates conceal screw
fixing.
Contina stainless steel grab rail 300x95mm

CNTX300

Contina stainless steel grab rail 450x95mm

CNTX450

Contina stainless steel grab rail 550x95mm

CNTX550

Contina stainless steel grab rail 600x95mm

CNTX600

Contina stainless steel grab rail 650x95mm

CNTX650

Contina stainless steel grab rail 750x95mm

CNTX750

Contina stainless steel grab rail 1100x95mm

CNTX1100

Contina blue grab rail 600x95mm

CNTX600B

Contina yellow grab rail 600x95mm

CNTX600Y

Angled grab rail
Manufactured from grade Ø 32mm EN 1.4301 (304) stainless steel with
matt polished finish to prevent slipping with an ergonomical, comfortable
diameter of about 32mm. Stainless steel cover plates conceal screw
fixing.
Contina stainless steel angled grab rail - 135° 660x95x338mm
CNTX700A

Angled grab rail
Manufactured from Ø 32mm grade EN 1.4301 (304) stainless steel with
matt polished finish to prevent slipping with an ergonomical, comfortable
diameter of about 32mm. Stainless steel cover plates conceal screw
fixing.
Contina stainless steel angled grab rail - 90° 1250x600x95mmCNTX20L
Contina stainless steel angled grab rail - 90° 1250x600x95mmCNTX20R
Contina stainless steel angled grab rail - 90° 750x415x95mm CNTX22L
Contina stainless steel angled grab rail - 90° 750x415x95mm CNTX22R

Corner grab rail
Manufactured from grade Ø 32mm EN 1.4301 (304) stainless steel with
matt polished finish to prevent slipping with an ergonomical, comfortable
diameter of about 32mm. Stainless steel cover plates conceal screw
fixing.
Contina stainless steel corner grab rail - 90° 700x700mm
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Sanitaryware
Grab Rails
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Manufactured from grade ∅32mm EN 1.4301 (304) stainless steel with
matt polished finish to prevent slipping with an ergonomical, comfortable
diameter
of about 32mm. Stainless steel cover plates conceal screw fixing.
Contina stainless steel floor to wall left hand grab rail
169x841x821mm

CNTX31L

Contina stainless steel floor to wall right hand grab rail
169x841x821mm

CNTX31R

Two way angled bar
Manufactured from grade ∅32mm EN 1.4301 (304) stainless steel with
matt polished finish to prevent slipping with an ergonomical, comfortable
diameter of about 32mm. Stainless steel cover plates conceal screw
fixing.
Contina stainless steel two way angled left hand grab rail
821x721x967mm

CNTX50L

Contina stainless steel two way angled right hand grab rail
821x721x967mm

CNTX50R

Side rail
Manufactured from grade ∅32mm EN 1.4301 (304) stainless steel with
matt polished finish to prevent slipping with an ergonomical, comfortable
diameter of about 32mm. Stainless steel cover plates conceal screw
fixing.
Contina stainless steel left hand side rail 169x850x208mm

CNTX40L

Contina stainless steel right hand side rail 169x850x208mm

CNTX40R

Contina stainless steel left hand side rail 169x500x208mm

CNTX41L

Contina stainless steel right hand side rail 169x500x208mm

CNTX41R

Fold down grab rail with toilet roll holder
Manufactured from grade ∅32mm EN 1.4301 (304) stainless steel with
matt polished finish to prevent slipping with an ergonomical, comfortable
diameter of about 32mm. Stainless steel cover plates conceal screw
fixing. 100x850x249mm (with toilet roll holder).

Telephone : 01246 458900
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100x850x249mm

CNTX70A

100x700x249mm

CNTX70C
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Floor to wall side rail

Sanitaryware
Grab Rails
Sanitaryware

IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Fold down grab rail without toilet roll holder
760mm projection with 35mm diameter, mild steel hinged support with
aluminium back plate.
Blue finish 100x760x249mm

CNTB70C

Yellow finish 100x760x249mm

CNTY70C

Fold down grab bar
Manufactured from grade ∅32mm EN 1.4301 (304) stainless steel with
matt polished finish to prevent slipping with an ergonomical, comfortable
diameter of about 32mm. Stainless steel cover plates conceal screw
fixing.
Contina stainless steel fold down grab rail 100x850x249mm

CNTX70B

Contina stainless steel fold down grab rail 100x600x249mm

CNTX70E

Fold down grab rail with toilet roll holder and
flushing button
Manufactured from grade ∅32mm EN 1.4301 (304) stainless steel with
matt polished finish to prevent slipping with an ergonomical, comfortable
diameter of about 32mm. Stainless steel cover plates conceal screw
fixing With toilet roll holder and flushing button (pneumatic) left or right.
100x850x249mm

CNTX70F

Set of DOC M grab rails
Contains:
1 x Stainless Steel 760mm Hinged Door Arm Support mounted on the
approach side of the WC. The hinged arm locks in the upright position
when not required.
3 x Stainless Steel grab rails 600mm
1 x Stainless Steel backrest rail
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Grab Rails
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Manufactured from grade EN 1.4301 (304) stainless steel, Seating: white
battens made from polyethylene.
484x526mm

CNTX400A

Hanging shower seat
Hanging shower seat manufactured from grade EN 1.4301 (304) stainless
steel, no grab rail included. Anti theft device. Seating and back: white
battens made from polyethylene.
484x520x456mm

CNTX400B

Hanging back support
Hanging back support manufactured from grade EN 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel, no grab rail included. Anti theft device. Back: white
battens made from polyethylene.
484x158x427mm

CNTX400C

Wall mounting back support with grab rail
Manufactured from grade EN 1.4301 (304) stainless steel. Anti theft
device.
Back: white battens made from polyethylene.
550x151x331mm

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Fold down shower seat
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ACCESSORies and
hand dryers
Franke offer a wide choice of accessory products. There are 3 main
ranges, each with their own separate design and features.

RODAN

Rodan is the range with elegant simple design lines. Easy to install and
maintain, Rodan offers the best combination of value and function for a
complete range of washroom accessories.

STRATOS

Stratos offers a style of product that is suitable for all environments.
With the distinctive curved front cover design and the unique InoxPlus
anti-fingerprint coating, Stratos products are for all washrooms where
appearance and hygiene are important.

XINOX®

Xinox accessories are the ultimate in high design and style. The award
winning products have distinctive features and designs that make them
stand out in high specification washrooms. All products have the unique
InoxPlus anti-fingerprint coating.

Hand Dryers

Outside of the hand dryers belonging to our Rodan, Stratos and Xinox
portfolio, we have a range suitable for any project. From a small budget
right up to our new innovative and energy efficient high speed hand
dryers with air curtain technology. Available in a ‘hands in’ version and
‘hands under’ version they will give a modern and sophisticated look to
any commercial washroom.

Heavy Duty Accessories

Our comprehensive range of heavy duty accessories are made from 2mm
thick stainless steel and are ideal where vandalism is a high risk such as in
public toilets and motorway rest areas, prisons and police stations.

30

RODAN
Franke Washroom Systems delivers coordinated solutions for public,
semi-public and commercial sanitary facilities. Functional, high-quality,
hygienic products offer professionals the appropriate solution for
designing washrooms.

EXPERIENCE THE ADVANTAGES
The timeless design of RODAN stainless steel fixtures with their angular
side profiles lends itself to the contemporary decor of heavily frequented
washrooms and restrooms. These accessories open to planners and
operators the possibility of economical, aesthetic design of customised
washroom design.
0.8mm of durable stainless steel
5-year Franke warranty
304 AISI stands for high-quality stainless steel (1.4301)
Up to 600 paper towels per dispenser
2,000 soap pump operations possible per fill
1,250,000 tested soap pump operations without loss of function
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accessories and hand dryers
Rodan Wall Mounted
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Soap dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, material
thickness 0.8mm, flat front cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard key,
suitable for liquid soaps and lotions, 1 litre soap tank, push button on front,
includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX619

200x140x85mm
Recommended

Liquid soap
canister, 10 litres
SO10L

Liquid soap, 1 litre
- minimum order
quantity 6 bottles
SO1L

Tall Rodan soap dispenser for wall mounting for
liquid soap
Soap dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, material
thickness 0.8mm, flat front cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard key,
suitable for liquid soaps and lotions, 0.8 litre soap tank, plastic dispensing
handle, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX618

116x321x143mm
Recommended

Liquid soap
canister, 10 litres
SO10L

Liquid soap, 1 litre
- minimum order
quantity 6 bottles
SO1L

Tall Rodan soap dispenser for wall mounting for
foam soap
Foam soap dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, material
thickness 0.8 mm, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, inspection windows on
sides, suitable for foam soap (not included in scope of delivery), stainless steel pull
lever, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX616

116x326x135 mm
Recommended

Foam soap, 650ml - minimum
order quantity 9 bottles
E-XINX616

Soap dispenser for wall mounting
Soap dispenser for wall mounting and re-filling from service room behind the
wall, high polished chromated brass, requires 18 mm drilling hole, 3/8” thread,
spout not movable, suitable for liquid soaps and lotions, without soap tank (can
be directly connected to soap can).
50x50x125 mm

SD110

Soap dispenser for table top mounting
Soap dispenser for table top mounting, high polished chromated brass, requires
22 mm drilling hole, 1/2” thread, spout not movable, spout length 140 mm,
suitable for liquid soaps and lotions with a 1 litre soap tank with membrane for
pressure balance, filled from above.
SD80

Extended body 235mm
Short body 85mm

Telephone : 01246 458900
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accessories and hand dryers

Rodan soap dispenser for wall mounting for liquid soap

accessories and hand dryers
Rodan Wall Mounted
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

accessories and hand dryers

Rodan paper towel dispenser for wall mounting
Paper towel dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin
finish, material thickness 0.8mm, flat front cover, cylinder lock with
Franke standard key, inspection windows on sides, loading capacity
500-800 paper towels depending on brand and folding, includes
stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX600

275x355x112mm

Paper towels (168 per pack)
minimum order quantity 20 packs
FH68

Recommended

Rodan double toilet roll holder with spindle
system for wall mounting
Double toilet roll holder with spindle system for wall mounting, stainless
steel, surface satin finish, material thickness 0.8mm, flat front cover,
cylinder lock with Franke standard key, for 2 rolls with maximum 120mm,
second roll will be released after consumption of first roll, reserve roll not
visible, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
144x301x138mm

RODX672

Rodan four toilet roll holder without spindle
system for wall mounting
Toilet roll holder for 4 rolls for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface
satin finish, material thickness 0.8 mm, without spindle system, cylinder
lock with Franke standard key, includes stainless steel screws and
dowels.
RODX674

144x610x145 mm

Single toilet roll holder with cover for wall
mounting
Toilet roll holder with lid made of 0.9mm thick stainless steel; satin finish.
The dispenser takes one roll with a maximum ∅130mm. Screws and
dowels are included.
BS677

145x25x130mm

Jumbo toilet roll holder
Jumbo toilet roll holder for wall mounting, made of stainless steel,
material thickness 0.9mm, surface work finish, for 1 large roll with
maximum 350mm diameter, Allen key lock, inclusive screws and dowels.
CHRX670

∅369x108mm
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Rodan Wall Mounted
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Hygiene bag dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin
finish, material thickness 0.8 mm, edges not welded, inboard lug to hold
package, withdrawal from front, includes premounted double side
self-adhesive tape and stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX191

91x150x21 mm (WxHxD)

Rodan sanitary towel disposal and waste bin
for wall mounting
Sanitary towel disposal and waste bin for wall mounting, stainless steel,
surface satin finish, material thickness 0.8mm, flat front cover,
approximately. 3.7 litre capacity, removable plastic container inside,
includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX611

200x295x165mm

Rodan sanitary towel disposal and waste bin
with flap for wall mounting
Sanitary towel disposal and waste bin for wall mounting, stainless steel,
surface satin finish, material thickness 0.8 mm, approx. 6 litre capacity,
with integrated bag holder, self closing lid, with integrated storage for
paper hygiene bags, can be combined with RODX191 hygiene bag
dispenser for plastic bags, cylinder lock with Franke standard key,
includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX612

350x469x130 mm (WxHxD)

Rodan waste bin with flap for wall mounting
Waste bin for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, material
thickness 0.8 mm, folding self closing lid, with integrated bag holder,
door with Franke standard lock and key, includes stainless steel screws
and dowels.
capacity: approx. 16 litres

RODX604

capacity: approx. 45 litres

RODX606

RODX606

Rodan open waste bin for wall mounting
Waste bin for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, material
thickness 0.8mm, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, rounded edges,
mounting either with mounting bracket or directly onto the wall, includes
stainless steel screws and dowels.

RODX605

capacity: approx. 18 litres

RODX605S

capacity: approx. 23 litres

RODX605

capacity: approx. 60 litres 

RODX607

Recommended

Bag holder for RODX605
E-RODX605
Bag holder for RODX607
E-RODX607
Folding self closing lid
for RODX607
RODX608

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Rodan hygiene bag dispenser for wall mounting

accessories and hand dryers
Rodan Wall Mounted
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

accessories and hand dryers

Rodan toilet brush holder for wall mounting
Toilet brush holder for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish,
material thickness 0.8mm, flat front, closed cover to the front, lasered
opening for brush, white nylon brush with flushing rim cleaner, withdrawal
opening either left or right, depending on mounting, removable plastic
drip tray, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX687

110x230x111mm

Rodan combination paper towel and soap
dispenser for wall mounting
Paper towel, soap dispenser combination for wall mounting, stainless
steel, surface satin finish, material thickness 0.8 mm, cylinder lock with
Franke standard key, inspection windows on sides, paper towel dispenser
with loading capacity 300 - 400 pcs. of paper depending on brand and
folding, suitable for liquid soaps and lotions, 0.8 litre soap tank, pull
lever, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX601

358x325x134 mm

Paper towels (168 per
pack) minimum order
quantity 20 packs
FH68

Recommended

Liquid soap, 1 litre
- minimum order
quantity 6 bottles
SO1L

Liquid soap
canister, 10 litres
SO10L

Rodan combination paper towel dispenser and
waste bin for wall mounting
Combination paper towel dispenser and waste bin for wall mounting,
stainless steel, surface satin finish, material thickness 0.8mm, flat front
cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, loading capacity 500-800
paper towels depending on brand and folding, waste bin with approximately.
23 litre capacity, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX602

411x1148x171mm

Paper towels (168 per
pack) minimum order
quantity 20 packs
FH68

Recommended

Rodan combination paper towel, soap
dispenser, waste bin for wall mounting
Waste bin, paper towel, soap dispenser combination for wall mounting,
stainless steel, surface satin finish, material thickness 0.8 mm, cylinder
lock with Franke standard key, paper towel dispenser with loading capacity
300 - 400 pcs. of paper depending on brand and folding, suitable for liquid
soaps and lotions, 0.8 litre soap tank, push lever, waste bin with approx. 23
litre capacity, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
413x1148x173 mm 

Paper towels (168 per
pack) minimum order
quantity 20 packs
FH68

Recommended

Liquid soap, 1 litre
- minimum order
quantity 6 bottles
SO1L
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IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Soap dispenser for recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface satin
finish, material thickness 0.8mm, flat front cover, cylinder lock with
Franke standard key, suitable for liquid soaps and lotions, 1 litre soap
tank, push button on front, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX619E

241x243x86mm
Recommended

Liquid soap, 1 litre - minimum
order quantity 6 bottles
SO1L
Liquid soap canister, 10 litres
SO10L

Tall Rodan soap dispenser for recessed
mounting for liquid soap
Soap dispenser for recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish,
material thickness 0.8mm, flat front cover, cylinder lock with Franke
standard key, suitable for liquid soaps and lotions, 0.8 litre soap tank, plastic
dispensing handle, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX618E

154x463x143mm
Recommended

Liquid soap, 1 litre - minimum
order quantity 6 bottles
SO1L
Liquid soap canister, 10 litres
SO10L

Tall Rodan soap dispenser for recessed
mounting for foam soap
Foam soap dispenser for recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface
satin finish, material thickness 0.8 mm, cylinder lock with Franke
standard key, suitable for foam soap (not included in scope of delivery),
stainless steel pull lever, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
155x463x121 mm 

Recommended

RODX616E
Foam soap, 650ml - minimum
order quantity 9 bottles
E-XINX616

Rodan paper towel dispenser for recessed
mounting
Paper towel dispenser for recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface satin
finish, material thickness 0.8mm, flat front cover, cylinder lock with Franke
standard key, loading capacity 500-800 paper towels depending on brand
and folding, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.

Telephone : 01246 458900
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324x513x112mm

RODX600E

Recommended

Paper towels (168 per pack)
minimum order quantity 20 packs
FH68
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Rodan soap dispenser for recessed mounting
for liquid soap

accessories and hand dryers
Rodan recessed
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

accessories and hand dryers

Rodan paper towel dispenser for hidden
mounting
Paper towel dispenser for hidden mounting behind wall and mirror,
stainless steel, surface satin finish, material thickness 0.8mm, capacity
for 600 C-fold or 800 multi-fold paper towels, filling from the bottom,
includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX600ME

342x464x113mm

Rodan paper towel dispenser for worktops
Paper towel dispenser for installation from the front or from the top,
stainless steel, surfaces satin finish, material strength 1 mm, capacity for
600 pieces of C-folded single-layer paper towels. Can be filled from the
top.
RODX600TT

330x445x180 mm 

Paper towels (168 per pack)
minimum order quantity 20 packs
FH68

Recommended

Waste disposal barrel
Waste disposal barrel for installation in a worktop or a miranit washbasin,
chromium-nickel steel, visible surfaces satin finish, with raised edge,
opening with 130 mm inner diameter, without waste container.
E-BS602E

150x120mm 

Rodan waste flap
Waste disposal flap for table top installation, stainless steel, visible
surfaces satin finish, material thickness 0.8 mm, self-closing disposal
flap, without waste container.
330x53x195 mm (WxHxD) 

RODX605TT

Rodan waste chute
Waste chute for table top installation, stainless steel, visible surfaces
satin finish, material thickness 0.8 mm, without waste container.
175x121x175 mm (WxHxD)
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Double toilet roll holder with spindle system for recessed mounting,
stainless steel, surface satin finish, material thickness 0.8mm, flat front
cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, for 2 rolls with maximum
∅120mm, second roll will be released after consumption of first roll,
reserve roll not visible, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX672E

184x341x138mm

Rodan waste bin for recessed mounting (half)
Waste bin for recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish,
material thickness 0.8mm, rounded edges, cylinder lock with Franke
standard key, approximately. 23 litre capacity, mounting with in-wall
frame, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
408x690x169mm
23 litre capacity, half recessed version
Recommended

RODX605E
Bag holder
E-RODX605

Rodan waste bin for recessed mounting (fully)
Waste bin for recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish,
material thickness 0.8 mm, rounded edges, cylinder lock with Franke
standard key, mounting with in-wall frame, includes stainless steel
screws and dowels.
410x690x171mm
23 litre capacity, full recessed version

RODX605EE

Rodan waste bin with flap for recessed
mounting
Waste bin for recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish,
material thickness 0.8 mm, with integrated bag holder, door with Franke
standard lock and key, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
capacity: approx. 16 litres 

RODX604E

capacity: approx. 45 litres

RODX606E

RODX606E

Rodan sanitary towel disposal bin for recessed
mounting
Sanitary towel disposal bin for recessed mounting, stainless steel,
surface satin finish, material thickness 0.8 mm, approx. 6 litre capacity,
with integrated bag holder, self closing lid, with integrated storage for
paper hygiene bags, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, includes
stainless steel screws and dowels.
401x659x130 mm (WxHxD)

RODX612E
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Rodan combination paper towel dispenser and
waste bin for recessed mounting
Combination paper towel dispenser and waste bin for recessed
mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, material thickness 0.8mm,
flat front cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, loading capacity
500-800 paper towels depending on brand and folding, waste bin with
approximately 23 litre capacity, includes stainless steel screws and
dowels.
RODX602E

408x1145x169mm

Paper towels (168 per pack)
minimum order quantity 20 packs
FH68

Recommended

Rodan combination paper towel dispenser,
soap dispenser and waste bin for recessed
mounting
Waste bin, paper towel, soap dispenser combination for recessed
mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, material thickness
0.8mm, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, paper towel dispenser
with loading capacity 300 - 400 pcs. of paper depending on brand and
folding, suitable for liquid soaps and lotions, 0.8 litre soap tank, push
lever, waste bin with approximately 23 litre capacity, includes stainless
steel screws and dowels.
408x1145x169 mm 

Paper towels (168 per
pack) minimum order
quantity 20 packs
FH68

Recommended

Liquid soap, 1 litre
- minimum order
quantity 6 bottles
SO1L
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Battery operated, touch-free soap and disinfectant dispenser for wall
mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, material thickness 0.8mm,
flat front cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, infra-red sensor
for non-touch operation, LED indicates low-battery status, uses 6x1.5V
(=9V) AA alkaline batteries, suitable for liquid soaps, lotions, antiseptic
soaps and disinfectants, 0.8-litre soap tank, dispenses 0.6 to 1.1ml
depending on soap, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
RODX625

120x295x107mm
Recommended

Liquid soap, 1 litre - minimum
order quantity 6 bottles
SO1L
Liquid soap canister, 10 litres
SO10L

Rodan touch-free paper towel dispenser
for wall mounting (battery operated)
Battery operated, touch-free paper towel dispenser for wall mounting,
stainless steel, surface satin finish, material thickness 0.8mm, flat cover
with cylinder lock and standard Franke key, infra-red sensor for
non-touch operation, integrated tear-off edge, needs four standard D
1.5V batteries, maintenance-free mechanism and easy paper roll change,
for rolls with maximum width 210mm and maximum diameter 220mm,
paper length adjustable to 200, 250 and 300mm, includes stainless steel
screws and dowels.
290x390x224mm

RODX630

Rodan touch free paper towel dispenser for
recessed mounting (battery operated)
Touch free paper towel dispenser for recessed mounting, stainless steel,
surface satin finish, material thickness 0.8 mm, folded cover with
cylinder lock and standard Franke key, infrared sensor activity for
non-touch operation, integrated tear-off edge, needs 4 standard D 1.5 V
batteries, maintenance free mechanism and easy paper roll change for
rolls with max. width 205 mm and max. diameter 200 mm, paper length
adjustable to 200, 250 and 300 mm, includes stainless steel screws and
dowels.
341x441x226 mm

RODX630E

Rodan touch-free stainless steel hand dryer
Touch-free warm air hand dryer for wall mounting, stainless steel,
surface satin finish, material thickness 1.2mm, infra-red sensor for
non-touch operation, sensor range adjustable from 10 to 30cm, cable
and plug not included.
Connection voltage: 230V, 50Hz
Total power: 2200W
Heater: 2100W
Motor: 100W motor with 2850 rpm
Air volume: 274m³/h
Air velocity: 15.5m/s
314x215x163mm
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Tall Rodan touch-free soap and disinfectant
dispenser for wall mounting (battery operated)

STRATOS
Clarity, elegance and harmony of material and form are the factors that
characterise today’s approach to design. There is a growing feeling that
even objects destined for daily use should offer looks that measure up to
their advanced functionality.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Striking design
Material thickness 1.5/2mm
Satin finish brushed surface
Surface mounted and recessed models available
Safety lock with Franke standard key
Dynamic profile
Custom made sizes possible
Mounting kit included
Functional characteristics:
– Self-closing lid
– Automatic loading of second roll of toilet paper after the first roll is
finished
– Bag retainer

InoxPlus® surface treatment
Microscopic particles mesh with the molecules of the material surface
to even out the imperfections that are invisible to the naked eye. The fine
structure that results makes fingerprints virtually invisible.
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Soap dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish,
front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of fingerprints
and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material thickness
1.5mm, curved front cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard key,
inspection window on front, suitable for liquid soaps and lotions, 1 litre
soap tank, push button on front, includes stainless steel screws and
dowels.
186x92x154mm
Recommended

STRX619
Liquid soap, 1 litre - minimum
order quantity 6 bottles
SO1L
Liquid soap canister, 10 litres
SO10L

Tall Stratos soap dispenser for wall mounting
for liquid soap
Soap dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, front
with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of fingerprints and
better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material thickness 1.5mm,
curved front cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, inspection
window on front, suitable for liquid soaps and lotions, 0.8 litre soap tank,
plastic dispensing handle, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
100x134x304mm
Recommended

STRX618
Liquid soap, 1 litre - minimum
order quantity 6 bottles
SO1L
Liquid soap canister, 10 litres
SO10L

Tall Stratos soap dispenser for wall mounting
for foam soap
Foam soap dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin
finish, front with InoxPlus surface refinement for the reduction of finger
marks and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material
thickness 1.5 mm, curved front cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard
key, inspection window on front, suitable for foam soap, stainless steel
pull lever, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
112x305x134mm
Recommended

Telephone : 01246 458900
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STRX616
Foam soap, 650ml - minimum
order quantity 9 bottles
E-XINX616
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Stratos paper towel dispenser for wall mounting
Paper towel dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin
finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of
fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material
thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, inspection window, cylinder lock
with Franke standard key, loading capacity 300-400 Z-fold towels,
includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
STRX600

300x134x305mm

Paper towels (168 per pack)
minimum order quantity 20 packs
FH68

Recommended

Stratos paper towel dispenser with centre feed
for wall mounting
Centre-feed paper roll box for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface
satin finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of
fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material
thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard
key, for paper rolls with maximum ∅190mm and maximum height of
250mm, only for centre-feed paper rolls, integrated tear-off edge and
strain relief avoiding paper tear-off within casing, includes stainless steel
screws and dowels.
205x305x240mm

STRX635

Stratos tissue dispenser for wall mounting
Tissue dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish,
front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of fingerprints
and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material thickness
1.5mm, curved front cover with oval aperture to dispense standard facial
tissues, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
STRX650

300x160x85mm

Stratos double toilet roll holder with spindle
system for wall mounting
Double toilet roll holder for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin
finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of
fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material
thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, closed housing, cylinder lock with
Franke standard key, for two rolls up to maximum 120mm, second roll
will be released after consumption of first roll, second roll not visible,
with spindle system, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
STRX672

156x303x141mm
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Double toilet roll holder for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin
finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of
fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material
thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, closed housing with inspection
window, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, for two rolls up to
maximum 140mm, second roll falls when clip is folded up into dispense
position, without spindle system, includes stainless steel screws and
dowels.
STRX671L

170x343x166mm

Stratos jumbo toilet roll holder for wall
mounting
Jumbo toilet roll holder for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin
finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of
fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material
thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, closed housing with inspection
window, paper dispensing with two serrated tear-off edges, cylinder lock
with Franke standard key, for one jumbo roll with maximum 295mm,
includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
STRX670

304x355x170mm

Stratos sanitary towel disposal bin for wall
mounting
Sanitary towel disposal bin for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface
satin finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of
fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material
thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, approximately. 3.8 litre capacity,
folding self-closing lid with stainless steel piano hinge, removable plastic
container inside, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
STRX611

205x305x134mm

Stratos open waste bin for wall mounting
Waste bin for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, front
with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of fingerprints and
better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material thickness 1.5mm,
curved front cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, approximately
34 or 45 litre capacity, integrated bag holder, includes stainless steel
screws and dowels.
300x270x520mm

STRX605

396x270x521mm

STRX607

Recommended
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Folding self closing lid with flap
for the STRX607
STRX608
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Stratos toilet brush holder for wall mounting
Toilet brush holder for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish,
front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of fingerprints
and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material thickness
1.5mm, curved front cover, white nylon brush with flushing rim cleaner,
removable plastic drip tray, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
STRX687

110x230x111mm

Stratos shelf for wall mounting
Shelf for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, front with
InoxPlus surface refinement for the reduction of finger marks and better
cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material thickness 2 mm, rounded
edges, protection edge at front, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
STRX624

600x45x110mm

Stratos hooks for wall mounting
Hook for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, 18mm pipe
diameter, drilled hole on bottom for fixation, includes stainless steel
screws and dowels.
Single hook

STRX692

Double hook

STRX694

Stratos combination paper towel and soap
dispenser for wall mounting
Combination paper towel dispenser and soap dispenser for wall mounting,
stainless steel, surface satin finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement
for the reduction of fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to
clean), material thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, with two inspection
windows, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, paper towel dispenser with
loading capacity 300-400 Z-fold towels, soap dispenser suitable for liquid
soaps and lotions as well as antiseptic soaps, 0.8 litre soap tank, plastic
dispensing handle, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
396x134x305mm

Paper towels (168 per
pack) minimum order
quantity 20 packs
FH68

Recommended

Liquid soap, 1 litre
- minimum order
quantity 6 bottles
SO1L
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Soap dispenser for recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish,
front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of fingerprints and
better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material thickness 1.5mm,
curved front cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, inspection window
on front, suitable for liquid soaps and lotions as well as antiseptic soaps, 1 litre
soap tank, push button on front, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
STRX619E

211x181x101mm
Recommended

Liquid soap, 1 litre - minimum
order quantity 6 bottles
SO1L
Liquid soap canister, 10 litres
SO10L

Tall Stratos soap dispenser for recessed
mounting for liquid soap
Soap dispenser for recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface satin
finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of
fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material
thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard
key, inspection window on front, suitable for liquid soaps and lotions as
well as antiseptic soaps, 0.8 litre soap tank, plastic dispensing handle,
includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
127x632x147mm
Recommended

STRX618E
Liquid soap, 1 litre - minimum
order quantity 6 bottles
SO1L
Liquid soap canister, 10 litres
SO10L

Stratos paper towel dispenser for recessed mounting
Paper towel dispenser for recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface
satin finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of
fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material
thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, inspection window, cylinder lock
with Franke standard key, loading capacity 300-400 Z-fold towels,
includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
327x632x147mm
Recommended

STRX600E
Paper towels (168 per pack)
minimum order quantity 20 packs
FH68

Stratos single toilet roll holder with cover for
recessed mounting
Toilet roll holder for recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface satin
finish, material thickness 0.8mm, curved lid, for one roll up to maximum
130mm wide, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
153x153x73mm
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Stratos double toilet roll holder without spindle
system for recessed mounting
Double toilet roll holder for recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface
satin finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of
fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material
thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, closed housing with inspection
window, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, for two rolls up to
maximum 120mm, second roll falls when clip is folded up into dispense
position, without spindle system, includes stainless steel screws and
dowels.
STRX671E

197x371x172mm

Stratos double toilet roll holder with spindle
system for recessed mounting
Double toilet roll holder for recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface
satin finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of
fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material
thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, closed housing with inspection
window, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, for two rolls up to
maximum 120mm, second roll will be released after consumption of first
roll, second roll not visible, with spindle system, includes stainless steel
screws and dowels.
STRX672E

183x331x142mm

Stratos sanitary towel disposal bin for recessed
mounting
Sanitary towel disposal bin for recessed mounting, stainless steel,
surface satin finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the
reduction of fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to
clean), material thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, approximately.
3.8 litre capacity, folding self-closing lid with stainless steel piano hinge,
removable plastic container inside, includes stainless steel screws and
dowels.
232x331x134mm

STRX611E

Stratos small open waste bin for recessed
mounting
Waste bin for recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, front
with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of fingerprints and
better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material thickness 1.5mm,
curved front cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, approximately.
22 litre capacity, integrated bag holder, includes stainless steel screws and
dowels.
327x862x202mm
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Combination paper towel dispenser and soap dispenser for recessed mounting,
stainless steel, surface satin finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for
the reduction of fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean),
material thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, with two inspection windows,
both parts with cylinder lock and Franke standard key, paper towel dispenser
with loading capacity 300-400 Z-fold towels, soap dispenser suitable for liquid
soaps and lotions as well as antiseptic soaps, 0.8 litre soap tank, plastic
dispensing handle, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
424x632x147mm
Recommended

Liquid soap, 1 litre
- minimum order
quantity 6 bottles
SO1L

STRX601E
Paper towels (168 per
pack) minimum order
quantity 20 packs
FH68
Liquid soap canister,
10 litres
SO10L

Stratos combination paper towel dispenser and
waste bin for recessed mounting
Combination paper towel dispenser and waste bin for recessed
mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, front with InoxPlus®
surface refinement for the reduction of fingerprints and better cleaning
characteristics (easy to clean), material thickness 1.5mm, curved front
cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard key, inspection windows on
front, loading capacity 300-400 Z-fold towels, waste bin with
approximately. 22 litre capacity, integrated bag holder, includes stainless
steel screws and dowels.
328x1162x203mm
Recommended

STRX602E
Paper towels (168 per pack)
minimum order quantity 20 packs
FH68

Stratos combination paper towel dispenser, soap
dispenser and waste bin for recessed mounting
Combination paper towel dispenser, soap dispenser and waste bin for
recessed mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish, front with
InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of fingerprints and better
cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material thickness 1.5mm,
curved front cover, with two inspection windows, cylinder lock and
Franke standard key, paper towel dispenser with loading capacity
300-400 Z-fold towels, soap dispenser suitable for liquid soaps and
lotions as well as antiseptic soaps, 0.8 litre soap tank, plastic dispensing
handle, waste bin with approximately. 29 litre capacity, integrated bag
holder, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
424x1162x203mm
Recommended

Liquid soap, 1 litre
- minimum order
quantity 6 bottles
SO1L
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Tall Stratos touch-free soap dispenser for wall
mounting for liquid soap (battery operated)
Touch-free soap dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface
satin finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the reduction of
fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material
thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, cylinder lock with Franke standard
key, infra-red sensor for non-touch operation, integrated shut-off when
housing is opened, LED indicates low-battery status, includes 6 x 1.5V
(=9V) AA alkaline batteries, suitable for liquid soaps and lotions, 0.8 litre
soap tank, dispenses 0.6 to 1.1ml depending on soap, includes stainless
steel screws and dowels.
STRX625

120x303x126mm

Liquid soap, 1 litre - minimum
order quantity 6 bottles
SO1L

Recommended

Liquid soap canister, 10 litres
SO10L

Stratos touch-free paper towel dispenser for
wall mounting (battery operated)
Touch-free paper towel dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel,
surface satin finish, front with InoxPlus® surface refinement for the
reduction of fingerprints and better cleaning characteristics (easy to
clean), material thickness 1.5mm, curved front cover, cylinder lock with
Franke standard key, infra-red sensor for non-touch operation, integrated
tear-off edge, includes four standard D 1.5V (=6V) batteries,
maintenance free mechanism and easy paper roll change, for rolls with
maximum width 205mm and maximum diameter 220mm, paper length
adjustable to 200, 250 and 300mm, includes stainless steel screws and
dowels.
STRX630

300x234x385mm

Stratos touch-free stainless steel hand dryer
Touch-free hand dryer for wall mounting, electronic warm air hand dryer,
stainless steel, surface satin finish, front with InoxPlus® surface
refinement for the reduction of fingerprints and better cleaning
characteristics (easy to clean), material thickness 1.5mm, curved front
cover, infra-red sensor for non-touch operation, sensor range adjustable
from 5 to 33cm, automatic power shut-off after 60 seconds, due to the
extreme high, adjustable air velocity the drying time is shortened
considerably, cable and plug not included.
Connection voltage: 230V, 50Hz Total power: 1500W
Heater: 800W Motor: 700W motor Air volume: 120m³/h
Air velocity: 75-110m/s
300x197x305mm
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XINOX®
XINOX® – designer products for toilets and washrooms, always stays
clean and stain-free, thanks to InoxPlus® surface treatment.

PRODUCT FEATURES
InoxPlus® surface treatment for reduction of fingerprints
Easy to clean
Aesthetic and functional
Brushed metal surface
Robust material thickness of 2mm
Units lock with XINOX® standard key
Mounting kit included
Functional characteristics:
– Height-adjustable feet
– Self-closing lid
– Automatic loading of second roll of toilet paper after the first roll
is finished
– Toilet-brush holder can be mounted either side
– Removable cover for easier cleaning
– Covered bag retainer

InoxPlus® surface treatment
Microscopic particles mesh with the molecules of the material surface
to even out the imperfections that are invisible to the naked eye. The fine
structure that results makes fingerprints virtually invisible.
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XINOX soap dispenser for wall mounting for
liquid soap
Soap dispenser made of stainless steel, with surface refinement for the
reduction of finger marks and better cleaning characteristic (easy to
clean), material thickness 2.0mm, surface satin finish. Suitable for liquid
soaps and lotions as well as antiseptic soaps. 1 litre container, lock with
XINOX® standard key, inclusive screws and dowels.
104x117x300mmXINX617
Recommended

Liquid soap, 1 litre - minimum
order quantity 6 bottles
SO1L
Liquid soap canister, 10 litres
SO10L

XINOX soap dispenser for wall mounting for
foam soap
Foam soap dispenser made of stainless steel, with surface refinement for
the reduction of finger marks and better cleaning characteristic (easy to
clean), material thickness 2mm, surface satin finish. Suitable just for
FRANKE foam soap 1 litre container, standard lock with XINOX® standard
key, inclusive screws and dowels.
104x117x300mmXINX616
Recommended

Foam soap, 650ml - minimum
order quantity 9 bottles
E-XINX616

XINOX paper towel dispenser for wall mounting
Paper towel dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin
finish with InoxPlus surface refinement for the reduction of finger marks
and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material thickness 2
mm, casing with revolving shadow gap and curved profile, key and lock
stainless steel, inspection window on front, loading capacity 300 - 400
pcs. of paper depending on brand and folding, includes stainless steel
screws and dowels.
268x300x117mm

XINX600

Recommended

Paper towels (168 per pack)
minimum order quantity 20 packs
FH68

XINOX single toilet roll holder
Toilet paper roll holder made of stainless steel, with surface refinement
for the reduction of finger marks and better cleaning characteristic (easy
to clean), surface satin finish. Material thickness 2.0mm, for 1 roll,
maximum 120mm, includes screws and dowels.
136x140x135mmXINX677
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Double toilet paper roll holder made of stainless steel, with
surface refinement for the reduction of finger marks and better cleaning
characteristic (easy to clean), surface satin finish. With XINOX® standard
lock, material thickness 2mm, for 2 rolls, maximum 120mm, second roll
will be released after consumption of the first roll, inclusive screws and
dowels.
XINX672

136x160x220mm

XINOX hygiene bag dispenser for wall mounting
Hygiene bag dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin
finish with surface refinement for the reduction of finger marks and
better cleaning characteristic (easy to clean), material thickness 2mm,
casing with revolving shadow gap and curved profile, inspection window
on front, for paper bags, removal at bottom, includes screws and dowels.
XINX615

150x80x300mm

XINOX toilet brush holder
Toilet brush holder made of stainless steel, with surface refinement for
the reduction of finger marks and better cleaning characteristic (easy to
clean), surface satin finish, material thickness 2.0mm, for wall mounting.
Includes screws and dowels.
XINX687

110x117x300mm

XINOX waste bin for wall mounting
Waste bin for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin finish with
InoxPlus surface refinement for the reduction of finger marks and better
cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material thickness 2 mm, casing
with revolving shadow gap and curved profile, approximately 7 litre
capacity, folding self closing lid, integrated bag holder, includes stainless
steel screws and dowels.
XINX605

268x300x117mm

XINOX large floor standing waste bin
Waste bin, free standing or with optional wall mounting device, made of
stainless steel, with surface refinement for the reduction of finger marks and
better cleaning characteristic (easy to clean), material thickness 2.0mm,
surface satin finish. With lid to open, bag holding device, lock with XINOX®
standard key, includes screws and dowels.
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30 litre capacity

XINX606

60 litre capacity

XINX608

Recommended

XINOX Wall fixing device for XINX606
E-XINX606
XINOX Wall fixing device for XINX608
E-XINX608
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Item Number
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XINOX touch free soap dispenser for wall
mounting for liquid soap (battery operated)
Touch free soap dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface
satin finish with InoxPlus surface refinement for the reduction of finger
marks and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material
thickness 2 mm, casing with revolving shadow gap and curved profile,
key and lock stainless steel, inspection window on front, infrared sensor
activity for non-touch operation, LED shows battery status, includes 6 x
1.5 V Alkaline AA batteries, suitable for liquid soaps and lotions, 0.8 l
soap tank, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
XINX625

120x300x117mm

Liquid soap, 1 litre - minimum
order quantity 6 bottles
SO1L

Recommended

Liquid soap canister, 10 litres
SO10L

XINOX touch free paper towel dispenser for
wall mounting (battery operated)
Touch free paper towel dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel,
surface satin finish with InoxPlus surface refinement for the reduction of
finger marks and better cleaning characteristics (easy to clean), material
thickness 2 mm, casing with revolving shadow gap and curved profile,
key and lock stainless steel, inspection window on front, infrared sensor
activity for non-touch operation, integrated tear-off edge, includes 4 x
standard D 1.5 V batteries, maintenance free mechanism and easy paper
roll change, for rolls with max. width 205 mm and max. diameter 200
mm, paper length adjustable to 200, 250 and 300 mm, includes stainless
steel screws and dowels.
XINX630

340x380x225mm

XINOX touch free stainless steel hand dryer
Hand dryer for wall mounting, electronic warm air hand dryer, made of
stainless steel, surface satin finish with surface refinement for the
reduction of finger marks and better cleaning characteristic (easy to
clean), material thickness 2.0mm, casing with shadow gap and curved
profile, infra-red sensor activity for non-touch operation, sensor range
adjustable from 5 to 33cm, automatic power shut-off after 60 seconds,
due to the extreme high adjustable air velocity the drying time is
shortened although the blower output is relatively low, cable and plug
not included.
Electrical data: 230V, 50Hz Total output: 1500W
Heating: 800W Motor: 700W Blower output: 120m³/h
Air velocity: 75-110m/s
340x180x300mm
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Type/Model

Item Number

Touch free hand dryer for wall mounting, made of fire retardant ABS,
material thickness 3mm, infra-red sensor activity for non-touch
operation, sensor range adjustable from 10 to 30cm, automatic power
shut-off after 120 seconds, cable and plug not included.
Electrical data: 230V, 50Hz
Total output: 1800W
Heating: 1720W
Motor: 80W motor with 2850 rpm
Blower output: 255m³/h
Air velocity: 14.5m/s
ARTW410

268x230x177mm

Eco-Airblast Maxi ‘hands in’ dryer
The Eco-Airblast Maxi is a warm high speed 1750W ‘hands in’ dryer using
sophisticated air curtain technology that dries hands in 10-12 seconds.
No heating element as it cleverly recycles heat from the motor to
generate warm air. Made from ABS polycarbonate and a noise level of
only 69dB it’s a must for any commercial washroom. Includes built in
water tank. Touch free operation. Optional HEPA filter captures 99.9% of
airborne bacteria and Puretab tablets can be used to control odour and
prevent sludge build up in the drip tray.
Eco-Airblast Maxi, White ABS 1750W

F0391

Eco-Airblast Maxi, Silver ABS

F0392

Recommended

HEPA filter (lasts approx 2 years)
F0393

Puretab tablets (pack of 20)
F0375

Eco-Airblast Midi ‘hands under’ dryer 550W
The Eco-Airblast Midi is an ambient (room temperature) high speed
550W ‘hand dryer’ using sophisticated air curtain technology that dries
hands in 12-14 seconds. With a noise level of only 68dB it’s a must for
any commercial washroom. Touch free operation and sensor adjustable.
Optional HEPA Filter captures 99.9% of airborne bacteria.
F0394

Eco-Airblast Midi, White ABS 550W
Eco-Airblast Midi, Polished Chrome 550W

F0396

Eco-Airblast Midi, Satin Chrome 550W

F0398

Recommended

HEPA filter (lasts approx 2 years)
F0387

Eco-Airblast Midi ‘hands under’ dryer 1100W
The Eco-Airblast Midi is a warm high speed 1100W ‘hands under’ dryer
using sophisticated air curtain technology that dries hands in 8-12
seconds. No heating element as it cleverly recycles heat from the motor
to generate warm air. With a noise level of only 75dB it’s a must for any
commercial washroom. Touch free operation and sensor adjustable.
Optional HEPA Filter captures 99.9% of airborne bacteria.
F0395

Eco-Airblast Midi White ABS 1100W
Eco-Airblast Midi Polished Chrome 1100W

F0397

Eco-Airblast Midi Satin Chrome 1100W

F0399

Recommended
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HEPA filter (lasts approx 2 years)
F0387
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Item Number
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Heavy-duty soap dispenser for wall mounting
Wall mounted liquid soap dispenser (1 litre) manufactured from 18/10
stainless steel with security lock and 5 year guarantee for covering. The
cover is held in place by a stainless steel rod that is fixed to the mounting
plate and a security lock. Screws and dowels included.
SD300

130x127x300mm

Liquid soap, 1 litre - minimum
order quantity 6 bottles
SO1L

Recommended

Liquid soap canister, 10 litres
SO10L

Heavy duty paper towel dispenser for wall
mounting
Paper towel dispenser for wall mounting, stainless steel, surface satin
finish, material thickness 2 mm, complete closed casing, held in place by
a stainless steel rod fixed to the mounting plate and a security lock,
loading capacity 400 - 600 pcs. of paper depending on brand and
folding, includes stainless steel screws and dowels.
TD350

258x127x352mm

Heavy-duty single toilet roll holder with lock for
wall mounting
Toilet roll holder manufactured from 2mm thick 18/10 stainless steel
polished to a satin finish with vandal resistant spindle, for 1 roll. Screws
and dowels included.
RH140HD

140x110x110mm

Heavy-duty triple toilet roll holder for wall
mounting
Triple toilet roll holder, manufactured from 2mm thick 18/10 stainless
steel, polished to a satin finish with vandal resistant casing 5 year
guarantee for covering. The cover is held in place by a stainless steel rod
that is fixed to the mounting plate and a security lock. Screws and
dowels included.
HDTX674

412x130x150mm

Heavy-duty jumbo toilet roll holder for wall
mounting
Jumbo toilet roll holder manufactured from 18/10, WF 2.0, with security
lock.5 year guarantee for covering. The cover is held in place by a
stainless steel rod that is fixed to the mounting plate and a security lock.
320x130x320mm
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Type/Model

Item Number

Surface mounted sanitary towel disposal bin manufactured from 2mm
thick 18/10 stainless steel with security lock and 5 year guarantee for
covering. The cover is held in place by a stainless steel rod that is fixed to
the mounting plate and a security lock. Screws and dowels included.
290x100x350mm

HR350

Heavy-duty wall shelf
Vanity shelf manufactured from 2mm thick 18/10 stainless steel. The
unit has an upturned front edge with rounded corners and is drilled for
wall fixing - vandal resistant screws are not included. (1 set necessary).
300x80x30mm

AL300HD

Security coat hook
Security coat hook, stainless steel, material thickness 2 mm, visible
surface satin finish. Safety hook tilts downwards when overloaded,
projection 30 mm from wall plate. Dimensions 108 x 108 x 52 mm.
Front mounted

HDTX692

Mounted from behind with threaded bolts

HDTX693

Heavy-duty mirror
Surface mounted mirror manufactured from 8mm thick 18/10 stainless
steel, surface high polished, revolving overturned, thief proofed mounting
system due to underlaying polystyrene plate with hidden screws, includes
screws and dowels.
390x8x290mm

M400HD

490x8x390mm

M500HD

590x8x490mm

M600HD

Tiltable stainless steel mirror
Swingable mirror for wall mounting, mirror and brackets stainless steel,
mirror with a reflective polished surface, brackets surface satin finish,
material thickness mirror 8mm, material thickness brackets 4mm,
reinforced with polystyrene plate and hidden fixings, reinforced 1.5mm
stainless steel bracket on backside, swingable due to premounted lever,
lever can be mounted right or left, includes screws and dowels.
600x500x8mm

CNTX91

Cleaning Products
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Twister cleaning kit

F0995

Inox cream cleaner

F0996

Evosan microbiological cleaner 1ltr-makes 21 litres of cleaner

F1109

Evosan spray bottle

F1111
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Heavy-duty hygiene bin with lock for wall
mounting
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WASHBASINS AND
WASHTROUGHS
Well-maintained toilets and washrooms do not just convey a good image
– they demonstrate cleanliness to visitors, be it in a favourite restaurant,
exhibition centre or place of work.

PRODUCT FEATURES
	Hygienic, joint-free basins
	Smooth basin shapes, round, oval and corner versions
	Inset and wall mounted models available
	Bowl sizes from 200 to 450mm
	Overflow kits available
	Mounting kit included
	Hands free washing models available
	Available in a choice of finishes:
– Satin polished stainless steel
– High polished stainless steel
	Available in a choice of materials:
– Stainless steel
– Composite resin
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Type/Model

Item Number

Rondo inset washbasins 200mm diameter
Inset washbasin manufactured from stainless steel with finishes as
shown below (to bowl interior and exterior). Complete with 32mm waste
hole, without overflow, including chrome-plated distance piece, for
surface or undermounting installation.
Inset washbasin no overflow, high polish finish inside and out.
∅200mm
RNDH200

washbasins and washtroughs

Inset washbasin no overflow, satin finish inside and out.
∅200mm
RNDX200
Both come with waste kit

Rondo inset washbasins various sizes
Inset washbasin manufactured from stainless steel with finishes as
shown below (to bowl interior and exterior). For surface or
undermounting installation.

Inset washbasin with overflow, high polish finish inside and out.
∅260mm
RNDH260
Inset washbasin with overflow, satin finish inside and out.
∅260mm
RNDX260

Inset washbasin with overflow, high polish finish inside and out.
RNDH300
∅300mm
Inset washbasin with overflow, satin finish inside and out.
∅300mm
RNDX300

Inset washbasin with overflow, high polish finish inside and out.
∅360mm
RNDH360
Inset washbasin with overflow, satin finish inside and out.
∅360mm
RNDX360

Inset washbasin with overflow, high polish finish inside and out.
∅381mm
RNDH381
Inset washbasin with overflow, satin finish inside and out.
∅381mm
RNDX381

Inset washbasin with overflow, high polish finish inside and out.
RNDH420
∅420mm
Inset washbasin with overflow, satin finish inside and out.
∅420mm
RNDX420

Required

Recommended
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32mm waste, chrome-plated
plug and overflow
F2108
32mm chrome-plated syphon
and trap
F2109
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Type/Model

Item Number

Rimmed edge round inset sink bowls
Round inset sink bowl manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade 1.4301
(304) stainless steel, satin polish finish. Incorporates a rimmed edge for
insetting into a worktop. Prepared for a 32mm waste outlet and overflow.
No tap holes are provided, any taps to be fitted must be mounted either
through the worktop or wall mounted.
Note: It may be necessary to notch the worktop when fitting an overflow.
∅305x160mmD20140N

!

32mm waste, plug, chain and
overflow
F2117

Rimmed edge round inset sink bowls
Round inset sink bowl manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade 1.4301
(304) stainless steel, satin polish finish. The bowls incorporate a rimmed
edge for insetting into a worktop. Prepared for a 32mm waste outlet and
overflow. No tap holes are provided, any taps to be fitted must be
mounted either through the worktop or wall mounted.
Note: It may be necessary to notch the worktop when fitting an overflow.
∅380x160mmD20142N
∅432x190mmD20144N
Required

!

32mm waste, plug, chain and
overflow
F2117

Inset washbasin
Fitted with 32mm waste. Satin finish to inside and outside of bowl.
∅340mmBR300OU

Inset hand washbasin
Washbasin for insetting into worktop, manufactured from grade 1.4301
(304) stainless steel – satin polish finish, material thickness 1.2mm.
Prepared for 32mm waste outlet and overflow hole with two tap holes in
the rear ledge behind the bowl – suitable for basin taps only (Deck
mixers cannot be fitted). Bowls are supplied complete with fixing kit for
insetting into worktops.
External: ∅385x160mm, bowl: ∅290mm
Required

Recommended
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D20170N

32mm waste, plug, chain and
overflow
F2117
13mm crosshead basin taps
F1080
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Type/Model

Item Number

Inset hand washbasin
Washbasin for insetting into worktop, manufactured from grade 1.4301
(304) stainless steel – satin polish finish, material thickness 1.2mm.
Prepared for 32mm waste outlet and overflow hole with two tap holes in
the rear ledge behind the bowl – suitable for basin taps only (Deck
mixers cannot be fitted). Bowls are supplied complete with fixing kit for
insetting into worktops.
External: ∅440x130mm, bowl: ∅350x122mm

!
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Required

D20171N

32mm waste, plug, chain and
overflow
F2117
13mm crosshead basin taps
F1080

Recommended

Inset washbasin - no taphole
Inset washbasin manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304) stainless steel,
thickness 1.2mm with finishes as shown below. Deep-drawn in one
piece, prepared for 32mm waste and overflow. The bowl can be mounted
through the top or alternatively from the underside of the worktop.
∅450x330x155mm internal measurement
High polish finish inside

RNDH450-0

Satin finish inside

RNDX450-0

!

Required

32mm waste, chrome-plated
plug and overflow
F2108

Inset washbasin - with taphole
Inset washbasin manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304) stainless steel,
thickness 1.2mm with finishes as shown below. Deep-drawn in one piece
with ∅35mm tap hole. Prepared for 32mm waste and overflow. The bowl
can be mounted through the top or alternatively from the underside of
the worktop.
∅450x330x155mm internal measurement
High polish finish inside

RNDH451-0

Satin finish inside

RNDX451-0

Required
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32mm waste, chrome-plated
plug and overflow
F2108
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Type/Model

Item Number

Rimmed edge bowls (for insetting)
Large sink bowls supplied for insetting into worktops and has a rimmed
edge. Manufactured from 1.2mm thick austenitic grade stainless steel
with a satin polish finish. An earthing lug is fitted to the underside of the
bowl. Supplied with 38mm waste outlet, standpipe strainer, fixing studs
and brackets. Full fitting instructions are supplied.
610x460x300mmC20136L/R

Also available in Grade 316 stainless steel.
Please see Medical and Laboratory section.
Rimmed edge bowls (for insetting)
A range of small inset sink bowls manufactured from 0.9mm thick grade
1.4301 (304) stainless steel, satin polish finish. All have rimmed edges,
suitable for insetting into a worktop. Models C20120N and C20137N have
a 17mm rimmed edge whereas all the other sink bowls incorporate a
20mm rimmed edge. Each bowl is prepared for a 38mm waste and
overflow. Waste, plug, chain and overflow are available as extras. No tap
holes are provided therefore any taps to be fitted must be mounted either
through the worktop or on the wall. Fixing clips are supplied with each
bowl.

C20120N

Note: It may be necessary to notch the worktop when fitting an overflow.

C20174/5N

C20124N

C20132N/3N

380x300x180mm

Cut out size 390x315mm

C20120N*

460x340x180mm

Cut out size 470x350mm

C20174N

460x340x250mm

Cut out size 470x350mmC20175N*

560x380x250mm

Cut out size 560x390mm

400x400x250mm

Cut out size 410x410mm

C20132N

400x400x300mm

Cut out size 410x410mm

C20133N

420x350x180mm

Cut out size 410x410mm

C20137N

500x400x200mm

Cut out size 510x410C20148N*

500x400x250mm

Cut out size 510x410C20149N*

500x400x300mm

Cut out size 510x410

Required

!

C20124N

C20150N*

38mm waste, plug, chain
and overflow
F2119

*Models also available in Grade 316 stainless
steel. Please see Medical and Laboratory
section.

C20137N

C20148/49/50N
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L or R after the code number refers to the handing of the waste, ie. left or
right when facing front of unit.
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IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Knee operated washbasin
Knee operated wash hand basin is manufactured from stainless steel –
satin polish finish, material thickness 0.9mm. Supplied complete with
water spout positioned in rear right hand corner and 32mm waste outlet.

washbasins and washtroughs

Note: The pre-mixing valve and the pipework linking the water spout to
the knee operated front panel are both supplied with the washbasin. Wall
mounted by fitting a top joggle strip under the upstand return and by
screw fixing through the integral rear brackets. Screws and plugs are not
supplied.
External: 460x380x520mm, bowl: 410x265mm

ANMX206

Knee operated washbasin
Knee operated wash hand basin is manufactured from stainless steel –
satin polish finish, material thickness 0.9mm. Supplied complete with
water spout positioned in rear right hand corner and 32mm waste outlet.
Note: The pre-mixing valve and the pipework linking the water spout to
the knee operated front panel are both supplied with the washbasin. Wall
mounted by fitting a top joggle strip under the upstand return and by
screw fixing through the integral rear brackets. Screws and plugs are not
supplied.
External: 305x268x501mm, bowl: 240x125mm

ANMX216

Knee operated washbasin
Knee operated wash hand basin is manufactured from stainless steel –
satin polish finish, material thickness 0.9mm. Supplied complete with
water spout positioned in rear right hand corner and 32mm waste outlet.
Note: The pre-mixing valve and the pipework linking the water spout to
the knee operated front panel are both supplied with the washbasin. Wall
mounted by fitting a top joggle strip under the upstand return and by
screw fixing through the integral rear brackets. Screws and plugs are not
supplied.
External: 382x335x520mm, bowl: 290x153mm
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Item Number

Inset hand washbasin
Washbasin for insetting into worktop, manufactured from grade 1.4301
(304) stainless steel – satin polish finish, material thickness 0.9mm.
Prepared for 32mm waste outlet and overflow hole with two tap holes in
the rear ledge behind the bowl – suitable for either basin taps or deck
mixer taps. Bowls are supplied complete with fixing clips for insetting into
worktops.
D20167N

External: 470x388mm, bowl: 410x265x140mm

D20168N

Required

!

Recommended

32mm waste, plug, chain and
overflow
F2117
13mm crosshead basin taps
F1080

300 250

Single washbasin
Single washbasin, manufactured from stainless steel as a one piece
pressing complete with a 38mm waste/overflow fitting, stainless steel
integral wall bracket and facia panel – with a 120mm tap ledge. Screws
and dowels included. Material thickness 1.0/1.25mm.
External: ∅425x545x215, bowl: ∅385x170mm
Perforated fascia panel
Smooth fascia panel
Recommended

BRP390
BRP390SF
Shroud, 160x430x390mm,
high polish finish
SC140HP
Shroud, 160x430x390mm,
satin finish
SC140SF

Centinel washbasin
The Centinel washbasin is manufactured from 1.2mm thick grade EN
1.4301 (304) stainless steel polished to a satin finish. The bowl is
prepared for and supplied with a 32mm flush grated waste only (no
overflow can be fitted). Complete with bottom access panel for fixing
(using bolts supplied) and plumbing connections.
330x350x310mm
1 tap hole
No tap holes
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Type/Model

Item Number

Hand washbasin
Washbasin manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304) stainless steel – satin
polish finish. Supplied complete with 32mm waste outlet. No tap holes
provided – for use with wall mounted taps. Wall mounting, including
screws and dowels.

washbasins and washtroughs

315x320x105mm

WB240WM

Model A washbasin
Washbasin top manufactured from 0.9mm thick, grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel. Prepared for 32mm waste outlet and is supplied with two
tap holes in the rear ledge.
Note: It is not possible to fit an overflow in the bowl. Wall mounting by
using the fixing holes provided in both the rear upstand and the rear
apron fixing brackets. Screws and plugs are not supplied.
External: 290x290x157mm, bowl: 240x125mm
With apron support and waste kit

D20161N

With crosshead taps and waste kit

D20195N

With lever taps and waste kit

D20185N

Model B washbasin
Washbasin top manufactured from 0.9mm thick, grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel. Prepared for 32mm waste outlet and overflow and is
supplied with two tap holes in the rear ledge. Wall mounting by using the
fixing holes provided in both the rear upstand and the rear apron fixing
brackets. Screws and plugs are not supplied.
External: 340x345x185mm, bowl: 290x153mm
With apron support and waste and overflow kit

D20162N

With crosshead taps and waste and overflow kit

D20196N

With lever taps and waste and overflow kit

D20186N

*Exact dimensions
may vary. Please
call to discuss.
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Hand washbasin - with soap trays
Single washbasin made of 0.9mm thick stainless steel with integral soap
trays, 32mm BSP waste and complete with wall brackets.
External: 550x450x155mm, basin: 500x335x155mm
With overflow, single tap hole, plug and chain

BS205S

With overflow and no tap hole

BS205

No overflow and no tap hole

BS204

Washbasin top manufactured from 0.9mm thick grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel – satin polish finish. The apron support is made from
0.9mm (430) material – high polish finish. Prepared for 32mm waste
outlet and overflow. Supplied with two tap holes in the rear ledge. Wall
mounting by using the fixing holes provided in both the rear upstand and
the rear apron fixing brackets. Screws and plugs are not supplied.
External: 457x357x165mm, bowl: 410x265x131mm
With apron support and waste kit

D20163N

With crosshead taps and waste kit

D20197N

With lever taps and waste kit

D20187N

Food handler’s hand washbasin
With front leg supports. Manufactured from 1.2mm thick, austenitic
grade stainless steel and have a satin polish finish throughout. A
thermostatic pre-mixer valve is fitted to provide a constant temperature
for the water supply. A paper dispensing housing is located behind the
hinged front panel (paper not supplied). The bowl is supplied complete
with a 32mm flush grated waste outlet. Two tap holes are provided for
fitting the lever operated tap and soap dispensing unit which are both
supplied with the wash basin. An earthing lug is fitted to the underside of
the bowl. Six fixing holes are provided in the rear returns of the end
panels for screwing to the wall (screws and plugs are not supplied).
External: 450x450x860mm, bowl: ∅273x120mm
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Handwashpac III (with battery-operated tap)
Handwashpac top is manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304) stainless
steel – satin polish finish, material thickness 0.9mm. The apron support
is made from 0.9mm material – high polish finish. Supplied complete with
battery operated tap and manual soap dispenser. A 32mm flush grated
waste outlet is also provided. No overflow is required on this unit. The
washbasin is screw fixed to the wall using the fixing holes provided in the
rear upstand and on the rear apron fixing brackets (no screws or plugs
supplied).

washbasins and washtroughs

External: 457x357x165mm, bowl: 410x265x131mm

D20184N

Single washbasin with tap and foot operation
Single washbasin with rear upstand, single tap hole, 32mm BSP waste
fitting and complete with three sided pedestal manufactured from
stainless steel. Fittings include swan-neck spout and foot-operated
timed control push valve for use with a pre-mixed water supply. Screws
and dowels included.
LP21

450x450x850mm

Push button valve c/w connection hoses
F1010

Spares

Push button
F1015

Flat flange bowl for welding in
A flat flange bowls manufactured from 0.9mm thick grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel, satin polish finish. Prepared for a 38mm waste and
overflow. Waste, plug, chain and overflow is available as an extra. No tap
holes are provided therefore any taps to be fitted must be mounted
either through the worktop or on the wall. Fixing clips are supplied with
each bowl. NOTE: It may be necessary to notch the worktop when fitting
an overflow.
C20166N


Required
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38mm waste, plug, chain and
overflow
F2119
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IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Multiple washbasins
Wall mounted multiple washbasins manufactured from grade 1.4301
(304) stainless steel, material thickness of 1.5mm for the top and 1.2mm
for the pressed bowls. Bowls are prepared for 32mm waste outlet. The
waste fittings are available as extras – see below. All units are supplied
without tap holes as standard, however if tap holes are required these
must be specified at the time of order. Fixing is achieved by rawlbolting
the unit through the end brackets. No fixings are supplied.
ANMX207

External: 1800x600x250mm, bowls: ∅380x160mm
3 bowl – matt finish

ANMX208

Special lengths:
1200 to 1500mm, 2 bowls
1500 to 2000mm, 3 bowls
Requires either

!

F2149
F2149

2 x 32mm flip-over waste
or 3 x 32mm flip-over waste

High polished version available - please enquire for details

Guardian heavy duty washbasin
The washbasin is manufactured from 1.2mm thick grade EN 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel polished to a satin finish, with or without tap holes, a
32mm flush grated waste is supplied. Bolts and fixings provided.
Products can be foam filled on request for extra strength and reduction
of noise in a security environment.
450x400x280mm
No tap holes
2 tap holes

HDTX450P
G20476N

Security washbasin
The washbasin is manufactured from 1.2mm thick grade EN 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel polished to a satin finish with or without tap holes and
supplied with 32mm flush grated waste. Complete with undershield and
concealed brackets for screw to wall installation. No screws or dowels
included.
460x380x550mm

Telephone : 01246 458900
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No tap holes

G20480N

2 tap holes

G20482N
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External: 1200x600x250mm, bowls: ∅380x160mm
2 bowl – matt finish
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heavy duty and disabled washbasins
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Wall inset washbasin with electronic water
control
Wall inset washbasin for secure accommodation such as police cells. The
front fascia with smooth corners and the basin opening of a suitable size
to prevent self harm. Self-closing valve supplied. Designed in conjunction
with police authorities. Variations to suit other requirements available.
Products can be foam filled, on request, for extra strength and reduction of
noise in a security environment.

washbasins and washtroughs

470x400x250mm

HDTX460

Disabled washbasin
Single washbasin suitable for disabled persons locations. Basin is
manufactured from 1.2mm thick grade 1.4301 (304) stainless steel –
satin polish finish. Supplied complete with domed waste and 32mm
waste connection pipework. A stainless steel cover plate is included for
covering the waste hole which has to be cut into the rear wall. This
washbasin is only suitable for duct mounting, fixing rods and bottom
bracket are provided. Screws and plugs supplied.
500x500x160mm
With access panel and 1 tap hole

ANMX501

Disabled washbasin with upstand
Single washbasin manufactured from 1.5mm thick grade EN 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel polished to a satin finish. Supplied with a 32mm waste and
no overflow. No tap holes are provided, any taps to be fitted must be wall
mounted. A stainless steel shroud is included for covering and providing
access to the waste. Joggle mounting strip and base bracket provided for
mounting. Screws and plugs are not supplied.
ANMX020
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Type/Model

Item Number

All-in-one electronic water control wall
mounted washstation

G26666N

585x500x1035mm

All-in-one manual water control wall mounted
washstation
Franke Sissons’ All in One Wash Station is a unique combination of
manual push button bib tap, washbasin, mirror, paper and soap
dispenser in a one piece wall mounted design. The eye level dispensing
element has a stainless steel mirror for durability which is mounted on a
lockable door that conceals the soap and paper storage. The soap
container is suitable for liquid soap and disinfecting soap and can be
easily filled by the client. The paper towel dispenser uses Z folded towels
and ensures that hand hygiene is maintained.
G26670N

585x500x1035mm
*Contains WRAS approved fittings.

All in one module washstation
All-in-one touch free sanitary module. Pre-manufactured modular system
for mounting into self support installation systems, mounting plate
included. Unit is supplied with pre-mounted electronics, mirror including
gas filled spring device for easy access to fittings, stainless steel covers
with sensors and dispensers, Stainless steel covers on upper and lower
wall covering, material thickness 1.5 mm with rounded edges.
All in one sanitary module for water, soap and hand dryer
All in one sanitary module for water and soap

ALIO201

All in one sanitary module for water and hand dryer

ALIO202

Recommended

Telephone : 01246 458900
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ALIO200

Quadro single washbasin
without tap hole
ANMW410
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Franke Sissons’ All in One Wash Station is a unique combination of touch
free electronic water control and spout, washbasin, mirror, paper and
soap dispenser in a one piece wall mounted design. The eye level
dispensing element has a stainless steel mirror for durability which is
mounted on a lockable door that conceals the soap and paper storage.
The soap container is suitable for liquid soap and disinfecting soap and
can be easily filled by the client. The paper towel dispenser uses Z folded
towels and ensures that hand hygiene is maintained.
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miranit washbasins
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Quadro single washbasin
Made of Miranit resin-bonded mineral material, colour Alpine White. With
seamless rectangular bowl, without overflow. Integrated back panel with
integrated brackets and holes for fixing. Rear contoured edge. Mounting
material included (hanger bolts and dowels).

washbasins and washtroughs

Length of washbasin: 600mm, bowl dimensions (LxWxH):
520x375x40/90mm, three-sided apron: 60mm
Without tap hole

ANMW410

With tap hole

ANMW411

Requires either

!

Dome waste outlet 32mm
F0431

Sieve waste outlet 32mm
F0430

Syphon cover and trap 32mm
F0432

Recommended

Trap cover
XINX140

Quadro double washbasins
Made of Miranit resin-bonded mineral material, colour Alpine White. With
seamless rectangular bowl, without overflow. Integrated back panel with
integrated brackets and holes for fixing. Rear contoured edge. Mounting
material included (hanger bolts and dowels).
Length of washbasin: 1400mm, bowl dimensions (LxWxH):
580x360x40/90mm, centre-to-centre distance of the bowls: 700mm,
three-sided apron: 60mm
Without tap hole

ANMW420

With tap hole

ANMW421

Requires either

!

Dome waste outlet 32mm
F0431

Sieve waste outlet 32mm
F0430

Recommended

Syphon cover and trap 32mm
F0432

Trap cover
XINX140
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Type/Model

Item Number

Quadro triple washbasins
Made of Miranit resin-bonded mineral material, colour Alpine White. With
seamless rectangular bowl, without overflow. Integrated back panel with
integrated brackets and holes for fixing. Rear contoured edge. Mounting
material included (hanger bolts and dowels).
Length of washbasin: 2100mm, bowl dimensions (LxWxH):
580x360x40/90mm, centre-to-centre distance of the bowls: 700mm,
three-sided apron: 60mm
ANMW430

With tap hole

ANMW431

Requires either

!

Dome waste outlet 32mm
F0431

Sieve waste outlet 32mm
F0430

Syphon cover and trap 32mm
F0432

Recommended

Trap cover
XINX140

Quadro niche single washbasin
Made of Miranit resin-bonded mineral material, colour Alpine White. With
seamless rectangular bowl, without overflow. Integrated back panel with
integrated brackets and holes for fixing. Rear contoured edge. Mounting
material included (hanger bolts, dowels and wall connector brackets).
Can be cut to length using a diamond tipped circular saw.
Length of washbasin: 700 to 1600mm, bowl dimensions (LxWxH):
580x360x40/90mm, front apron: 60mm
1300mm without tap hole

ANMW510

1300mm with tap hole

ANMW511

1600mm with tap hole

ANMW515

1600mm without tap hole

ANMW516

Requires either

Also available in variable lengths

!

Dome waste outlet 32mm
F0431

Sieve waste outlet 32mm
F0430

Recommended

Syphon cover and trap 32mm
F0432

Trap cover
XINX140

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Without tap hole
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Type/Model

Item Number

Quadro niche double washbasins
Made of Miranit resin-bonded mineral material, Alpine White. With
seamless rectangular bowl, without overflow. Integrated back panel with
integrated brackets and holes for fixing. Rear contoured edge. Mounting
material included (hanger bolts, dowels and wall connector brackets).
Can be cut to length using a diamond tipped circular saw.

washbasins and washtroughs

Length of washbasin: 1400 to 2100mm, bowl dimensions:
580x360x40/90mm, centre-to-centre distance of the bowls: 700mm,
front apron:60mm
2100mm without tap hole

ANMW520

2100mm with tap hole

ANMW521

Requires either

!

Dome waste outlet 32mm
F0431

Sieve waste outlet 32mm
F0430

Also available in variable lengths

Syphon cover and trap 32mm
F0432

Recommended

Trap cover
XINX140

Ronda single washbasin
Made of Miranit resin-bonded mineral material, colour Alpine White. With
seamless round bowl, flattened out at the rear, without overflow.
Integrated back panel with integrated brackets and holes for fixing. Rear
contoured edge. Mounting material included (hanger bolts and dowels).
Length of washbasin: 600mm, bowl dimensions (LxWxH):
520x380x90mm, three-sided apron: 60mm
Without tap hole

ANMW210

With tap hole

ANMW211

Requires either

!

Dome waste outlet 32mm
F0431

Sieve waste outlet 32mm
F0430

Recommended

Syphon cover and trap 32mm
F0432

Trap cover
XINX140
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Type/Model

Item Number

Ronda double washbasins
Made of Miranit resin-bonded mineral material, colour Alpine White. With
seamless round bowl, flattened out at the rear, without overflow.
Integrated back panel with integrated brackets and holes for fixing. Rear
contoured edge. Mounting material included (hanger bolts and dowels).
Length of washbasin: 1400mm, bowl dimensions (LxWxH):
540x380x90mm, centre-to-centre distance of the bowls: 700mm,
three-sided apron: 60mm
ANMW220

With tap hole

ANMW221

Requires either

!

Dome waste outlet 32mm
F0431

Sieve waste outlet 32mm
F0430

Syphon cover and trap 32mm
F0432

Recommended

Trap cover
XINX140

Ronda triple washbasins
Made of Miranit resin-bonded mineral material, colour Alpine White. With
seamless round bowl, flattened out at the rear, without overflow.
Integrated back panel with integrated brackets and holes for fixing. Rear
contoured edge. Mounting material included (hanger bolts and dowels).
Length of washbasin: 2100mm, bowl dimensions (LxWxH):
540x380x90mm, centre-to-centre distance of the bowls: 700mm,
three-sided apron: 60mm
Without tap hole

ANMW230

With tap hole

ANMW231

Requires either

!

Dome waste outlet 32mm
F0431

Sieve waste outlet 32mm
F0430

Recommended

Syphon cover and trap 32mm
F0432

Trap cover
XINX140

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Type/Model

Item Number

Ronda niche single washbasin
Made of Miranit resin-bonded mineral material, colour Alpine White. With
seamless round bowl, without overflow. Integrated back panel with
integrated brackets and holes for fixing. Rear contoured edge. Mounting
material included (hanger bolts, dowels and wall connector brackets).
Can be cut to length using a diamond tipped circular saw.

washbasins and washtroughs

Length of washbasin: 700 to 1600mm, bowl dimensions (LxWxH):
540x380x90mm, front apron: 60mm
ANMW550

1300mm without tap hole
1300mm with tap hole

ANMW551

1600mm with tap hole

ANMW555

1600mm without tap hole

ANMW556

Requires either

!

Also available in variable lengths

Dome waste outlet 32mm
F0431

Sieve waste outlet 32mm
F0430

Syphon cover and trap 32mm
F0432

Recommended

Trap cover
XINX140

Ronda niche double washbasins
Made of Miranit resin-bonded mineral material, colour Alpine White. With
seamless round bowl, without overflow. Integrated back panel with
integrated brackets and holes for fixing. Rear contoured edge. Mounting
material included (hanger bolts, dowels and wall connector brackets).
Can be cut to length using a diamond tipped circular saw.
Length of washbasin: 1400 to 2100mm, bowl dimensions (LxWxH):
540x380x90mm, Centre-to-centre distance of the bowls: 700mm, front
apron: 60mm
2100mm without tap hole

ANMW560

2100mm with tap hole

ANMW561

Requires either

!

Dome waste outlet 32mm
F0431

Sieve waste outlet 32mm
F0430

Also available in variable lengths

Recommended

Syphon cover and trap 32mm
F0432

Trap cover
XINX140
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Item Number

Miranit Repair Kit
Repair kit for products made of resin-bonded mineral material in Alpine
White. Consisting of 125 ml gelcoat, 125 ml polishing agent, 2.5 ml
hardener, A5 sheet sandpaper (grain size 1200), measuring spoon and
wooden spatula. Shelf life of 2-4 weeks if unopened. Must be used within
2 days once opened.
ZANMW904



Individually designed washrooms in public and commercial facilities reflect the design aims of the architect and operator. The
new VARIUS range of washbasins promotes custom-tailored sanitary solutions for commercial installations. Three d ifferent
bowl shapes can be seamlessly moulded into the strikingly graceful washbasin top with its material thickness of just 25 mm.
Whether a designed rectangular form, a traditional oval design or a gentle circular shape is desired – these advanced flat bowl
designs offer alternative options for different architectural requirements. There is almost no limit to the variation of ideas that
flexible washbasin lengths, a free choice of bowl shapes, the number of bowls and bowl spacing will generate. The different
designs with and without tap landing provide all the scope necessary for choosing from a wide range of fittings to obtain the
chosen results.
The option to decide for a seamlessly integrated apron increases the height of the washbasin to 60 mm without compromising
the design of the overall product.

VARIUS-E Washbasin
For individual washroom facilities, made of MIRANIT resin- bonded mineral
material with non-porous, smooth surface (temperature-resistant up to
80°C). Alpine White. Rectangular bowl(s), seamlessly integrated, without
overflow. Rear surge edge. Including mounting material (screws, dowels
and wall-connector brackets, stainless-steel bracket consoles).
Bowl dimensions (W×H×D): 560 × 90 × 400 mm
Washbasin thickness: 25 mm
Variables:
1 - min. 700 mm up to max.
3,600 mm
2 - 1 bowl
- 2 bowls
- 3 bowls
- 4 bowls
- 5 bowls
3 - with tap landing, 550 mm
- without tap landing, 470 mm

4 - without apron
	- with apron, 60 mm deviating
apron height up to max.
150 mm on request
5 - with 1 tap hole/bowl
- without tap hole
- with 1 soap dispenser hole/		
bowl
- without soap dispenser hole

Detailed specifications such as installation type and
spacing between bowls etc. are entered on manufacturing
sheets for each project (to be requested from Franke).

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Type/Model

Item Number

VARIUS-O Washbasin
For individual washroom facilities, made of MIRANIT resin-bonded mineral
material with non-porous, smooth surface (temperature-resistant up to
80°C). Alpine White colour. Oval bowl(s), seamlessly integrated, without
overflow. Rear surge edge. Including mounting material (screws, dowels
and wall-connector brackets, stainless-steel bracket consoles).

washbasins and washtroughs

Bowl dimensions (W×H×D): 555 × 90 × 395 mm
Washbasin thickness: 25 mm
Variables:
1 - min. 700 mm up to max.
3,600 mm
2 - 1 bowl
- 2 bowls
- 3 bowls
- 4 bowls
- 5 bowls

4 - without apron
	- w
 ith apron, 60 mm deviating
apron height up to max.
150 mm on request
5 - with 1 tap hole/bowl
- without tap hole

3 - with tap landing, 550 mm
- without tap landing, 470 mm

-w
 ith 1 soap dispenser hole/		
bowl
- without soap dispenser hole

Detailed specifications such as installation type and
spacing between bowls etc. are entered on manufacturing
sheets for each project (to be requested from Franke).

VARIUS-R Washbasin
For individual washroom facilities, made of MIRANIT resin-bonded mineral
material with non-porous, smooth surface (temperature-resistant up to
80°C). Alpine White colour. Round bowl(s), seamlessly integrated, without
overflow. Rear surge edge. Including mounting material (screws, dowels
and wall- connector brackets, stainless-steel bracket consoles).
Bowl dimensions (diameter × D): 410 × 90 mm
Washbasin thickness: 25 mm
Variables:
1 -m
 in. 700 mm up to max.
3,600 mm
2 - 1 bowl
- 2 bowls
- 3 bowls
- 4 bowls
- 5 bowls

4 - without apron
	- w
 ith apron, 60 mm deviating
apron height up to max.
150 mm on request
5 - with 1 tap hole/bowl
- without tap hole

3 - with tap landing, 550 mm
- without tap landing, 470 mm

-w
 ith 1 soap dispenser hole/		
bowl
- without soap dispenser hole

Detailed specifications such as installation type and
spacing between bowls etc. are entered on manufacturing
sheets for each project (to be requested from Franke).
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Type/Model
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Lotos-H single washbasin
Made of Miranit resin-bonded mineral material, colour Alpine White, for
wall installation with screws and dowels. With seamless hexagonal bowl,
without tap landing and overflow. Includes dome waste outlet. Mounting
material included.
RNDW220

600x525x100mm

Made of Miranit resin-bonded mineral material, colour Alpine White, for
wall installation with screws and dowels. With seamless round bowl,
without tap landing and overflow. Includes dome waste outlet. Mounting
material included.
RNDW221

600x547x100mm

Lotos-R single washbasin with tap landing
With tap landing and tap hole Ø 35mm, made of Miranit resin-bonded
mineral material, colour Alpine White, for wall installation with screws
and dowels. With seamless round bowl, without overflow. Includes dome
waste outlet. Mounting material included.
RNDW226

600x547x120mm

GAMBA children’s washbasin
Made from Miranit resin-bonded mineral material with non-porous smooth
surfaces (max. temperature 80˚C). Alpine white colour. The moulded form
is round with an asymmetric tap landing with storage space including tap
hole and small rear upstand. Without overflow. Integral back panel with
integrated brackets and fixing holes for height adjustment up to 100mm.
Mounting material included (hanger bolts and dowels).
Washbasin dimensions (WxHxD): 450x110x390mm
Rear panel height: 190mm
Requires either

!

ANMW198

Dome waste outlet 32mm
F0431

Sieve waste outlet 32mm
F0430

Recommended

Syphon cover and trap 32mm
F0432

Trap cover
XINX140

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Item Number

LUNA children’s washbasin
Made from Miranit resin-bonded mineral material with non-porous smooth
surfaces (max. temperature 80˚C). Alpine White. The moulded form is round
with a tangential cut and a slightly swept tap landing with storage space
including tap hole and small rear upstand. Without overflow. Integral back
panel with integrated brackets and fixing holes for height adjustment up to
100mm. Mounting material included (hanger bolts and dowels).

washbasins and washtroughs

Washbasin dimensions (WxHxD): 450x390x110mm,
Rear panel height: 190mm
Requires either

!

ANMW199

Dome waste outlet 32mm
F0431

Sieve waste outlet 32mm
F0430

Syphon cover and trap 32mm
F0432

Recommended

Trap cover
XINX140

MIRANIT washbasin and drainer
Classroom sink made of MIRANIT resin-bonded mineral material, with
smooth, pore-free surface, temperature-resistant up to 80°C. Alpine
White. With seamless, rectangular bowl, soap dish and sponge tray.
Perforated waste with overflow DN 32, includes mounting material.
Supplied with or without tap hole. Tap not included
No tap hole

ANMW320

Single tap hole

ANMW321

MIRANIT - Childrens wash and play trough
WASHINO Children's Wash-and-Play Trough made of MIRANIT resinbonded mineral material, with a smooth, pore-free surface (temperatureresistant up to 80°C). Alpine White. With 2 or 4 wash places, waveshaped basins with reduced extension to increase accessibility to the
tap, large outer radii of basins to minimise risk of injury, large inner radii
facilitate easy cleaning. Tap landing with a tap hole for each wash place.
Waste and overflow valve DN 40 x 120 mm implemented as a standpipe.
Integral back panel for fixing.
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Washino 2 child play trough

SANW200

Washino 4 child play trough

SANW205
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Saturn washtroughs with tap decks
Wall mounted washtroughs with tap deck and optional rear splashbacks
incorporating manual or electronic self-closing water controls, manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade 1.4301 (304) stainless steel.
1200mm washtrough with tap deck for 2 users

SANX120

1800mm washtrough with tap deck for 3 users

SANX180

Recommended

Splashbacks with manual taps
	
Rear splashback and tap
mounting panel with manual bib
Taps 1200mm*
SANX120TDM
	1800mm*
SANX180TDM
Splashbacks with electronic taps
	
Rear splashback and tap
mounting panel with electronic
sensor and spouts 1200mm*
SANX120TDE
1800mm*
SANX180TDE

Special lengths:
Special lengths are available.
*Contains WRAS and Water Technology fittings
SANX120

SANX180

SANX120/180TDM & TDE

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Splashbacks to be ordered in addition to the washtroughs

Splashbacks
	
Rear splashback and tap
mounting panel undrilled
1200mm
SANX120TD
	1800mm 
SANX180TD
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washtroughs
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4 person semi-circular washtrough

washbasins and washtroughs

Designed to be highly durable and water efficient and to withstand
intensive use in a busy environments, the semi-circular washtrough is
highly vandal resistant. The product is for up to 4 person operation with a
choice of non-touch infra-red controls or manually operated self closing
taps, designed to save water and energy with adjustable flow time. Both
tap options are available with soap dispensers. For mounting up to a wall
and for duct mounted or floor supply services. The use of a single water
supply and waste has a significant cost saving compared to conventional
washbasins which need water supply and waste for each basin. Delivered
fully assembled. Junior height version also available. Requires a minimum
of 3.5 bar water pressure.
1000x561x1205mm
Semi-circular with manual self closing taps*SANX400
Semi-circular with manual self closing taps and soap dispensers*	
SANX405
Semi-circular with electronic touch free taps*SANX410
Semi-circular with electronic touch free taps and soap dispensers*
SANX415
*Contains WRAS and Water Technology fittings

6 person circular washtrough
Designed to be highly durable and water efficient and to withstand
intensive use in a busy environments, the circular washtroughs are highly
vandal resistant. The products are for up to 6 person operation with a
choice of non-touch infra-red controls or manually operated self closing
taps, designed to save water and energy with adjustable flow time. Both
tap options are available with soap dispensers. The large floor mounted
base provides good stability. Services are fed from below and can be
accessed through a side panel which are fitted with tamper proof security
screws. The use of a single water supply and waste has a significant cost
saving compared to conventional washbasins which need water supply and
waste for each basin. Delivered fully assembled. Junior height version also
available. Requires a minimum of 3.5 bar water pressure.
1000x1000x1205mm
With manual self closing taps*

SANX600

With manual self closing taps and soap dispensers*

SANX605

With electronic touch free taps*

SANX610

With electronic touch free taps and soap dispensers*

SANX615

*Contains WRAS and Water Technology fittings
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Wudu/Ablution Washing Station
It is mandated by the holy Quran that every muslim
should perform an ablution or must clean oneself with
clean water before performing salat (prayer). Wudu
(Ablution) literally means preparing yourself for prayer
by cleaning yourself.

NEW3
Product
201
FOR

washbasins and washtroughs

Franke Sissons have developed the perfect solution
with its Wudu Washing Station.

Wudu washing station
1 or 2 person wudu/ablution washing station made from 1.5mm 304
stainless steel, with a satin polish finish. Fitted with self closing tap(s)
and a 2inch domed waste. Incorporates a hinged grid to aid foot washing
and easy cleaning. Access panel at the front to enable easy access to
waste and plumbing. Seats are available as an extra.
L or R after the code number refers to the handing of the waste
outlet when facing the front of the wash station.
Wudu 700mm with 1 manual tap

WUDU0700L/R

Wudu 1200mm with 2 manual taps

WUDU1200L/R

Bespoke lengths are also available, along with
electronic sensor controlled taps and soap
dispensers. Please ask for details.

why not combine with our stainless steel squat pan? see page 19 for details.
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drinking fountains
Drinking fountains are commonly found in leisure facilities, offices,
schools and other commercial buildings. The range from Franke Sissons
provides an option suitable for any application; wall hung or floor
standing, with or without bottle filler and chilled, providing an unlimited
amount of fresh chilled water. Manufactured from stainless steel, this
range is both hard wearing and easy to install.

PRODUCT FEATURES
		Wall hung or floor standing in a number of different models
		A chilled variant available with water filter and installation kit
supplied as standard
		Easy to install
		Replacement bubblers, bottle fillers and water filters available
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Centinel drinking fountain wall hung
Drinking water fountains are manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304)
austenitic stainless steel, material thickness 1.2mm, supplied complete
with 19mm waste and water bubbler. The wall mounted model is simply
fixed to the wall using a joggle strip and integral mounting brackets.
Centinel drinking fountain wall hung 310x264x135mmG20100N
Centinel drinking fountain wall hung with bottle filler
310x264x135mmG20109N
Spares

Bubbler
F1037

Bottle Filler
F1040

Drinking fountain wall hung
Drinking water fountains are manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304)
austenitic stainless steel, material thickness 1.2mm, supplied complete
with 19mm waste and water bubbler. The wall mounted model is simply
fixed to the wall using a joggle strip and integral mounting brackets.
ANMX300

drinking fountains

Drinking fountain wall hung 312x258x200mm

Drinking fountain wall hung with bottle filler 312x258x487mm ANMX306
Spares

Bubbler
F1037

Bottle Filler
F1040

Drinking fountain floor standing
Drinking water fountains are manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304)
austenitic stainless steel, material thickness 1.2mm, supplied complete
with 19mm waste and water bubbler. The wall mounted model is simply
fixed to the wall using a joggle strip and integral mounting brackets. The
pedestal version is fixed in the same way as the wall mounted version but
incorporates extra fixing points within the pedestal support. No screws
or wall plugs supplied.
Drinking fountain floor standing 312x258x840mmANMX301
Drinking fountain floor standing with bottle filler
312x258x1126mm
Spares

ANMX307

Bubbler
F1037

Bottle Filler
F1040
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chilled drinking fountains
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Water Gem chilled drinking fountain wall hung
The range of Water Gem water coolers and drinking fountains from Franke
offer a low maintenance and reliable solution where chilled drinking water is
required in commercial buildings. Available with or without a bottle filler, the
products are connected direct to the water mains supply and supply an
unlimited amount of chilled water which always has a fresh taste. The product
requires 240V main electrical supply via a 3 pin plug socket.
The coolers are made from durable coated steel panels and have an easy to
open front panel for installation and maintenance. The key for the Water gem
products is the same as for the Franke Rodan series of washroom accessories
to simplify the number of keys needed for maintenance purposes.
The products are provided with a chlorine based water filter as standard and
this is recommended to be replaced every 6 months. Replacement filters are
available from Franke Sissons.
An installation kit is included.
360x432x505mm Wall hung unit with water filter

ANMX311

360x432x505mm Wall hung unit with water filter and bottle filler	
ANMX312
Spares

Bottle Filler
F1040

Water Gem chilled drinking fountain floor
standing
The range of Water Gem water coolers and drinking fountains from Franke
offer a low maintenance and reliable solution where chilled drinking water
is required in commercial buildings. Available with or without a bottle filler,
the products are connected direct to the mains water supply and supply
an unlimited amount of chilled water which always has a fresh taste.
The products are made from durable coated steel panels and have an easy
to open front panel for installation and maintenance. The key for the Water
gem products is the same as for the Franke Rodan series of washroom
accessories to simplify the number of keys needed for maintenance
purposes.
The products are provided with a chlorine based water filter as standard
and this is recommended to be replaced every 6 months. Replacement
filters are available from Franke Sissons.
An installation kit is included.
325x328x960mm Floor standing unit with water filter

ANMX308

325x328x960mm Floor standing unit with water filter and bottle filler	
ANMX309
Spares

Chlorine water filter
ANMX313

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Bubbler
F1037

Bottle Filler
F1040
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Chlorine water filter
ANMX313

Bubbler
F1037
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GENERAL PURPOSE,
BUCKET AND UTILITY SINKS
Commercial buildings such as Supermarkets, Laboratories, Nursing
Homes, Sheltered Housing and Hospitals all require durable inset and
sit on sinks that maintain the high standards of hygiene and cleanliness
required. The Franke range of non-residential sinks and bowls offer a
wide choice of modern and traditional styles of product for a wide variety
of installation requirements.

Franke’s range of bucket sinks and janitorial units are designed for use
in workshops, general industrial applications, labs, the retail sector and
food processing industry.

PRODUCT FEATURES
		0.9mm thick austenitic grade 304 stainless steel used for the majority
of products
		Traditional 2 tap holes sinks available from stock
		Some sinks are available in acid resistant 316 material for hospital and
laboratory use (see Medical and Laboratory section)
		Wide variety of bowl and drainer combinations
		Inset bowls suitable for handwashing, plate washing or laundry use
		Wastes and fixing kits available
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General purpose, bucket and utility sinks
inset sinks
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Single bowl/single drainer inset sink
A single bowl/single drainer sink manufactured from 0.9mm thick, grade
1.4301 (304) stainless steel, satin polish finish. The sink top is turned
down on all edges and incorporates a rimmed edge and fixing rails. Fixing
clips are provided for insetting the sink into a worktop. The bowl is
prepared for a 38mm waste. NOTE: It may be necessary to notch the
worktop when an overflow is fitted.
L or R refers to the handing of the drainer ie. left or right when
facing front of unit.
External: 1015x505x200mm bowl: 420x350x180mm

General purpose, bucket and utility sinks

cut out size: 1000x490mm
2 tapholes at 180mm centres, with overflow

!

Required

13mm fluted handle
high neck pillar taps
F1083

2 tapholes at 180mm centres, no overflow

!

Required

89

13mm crosshead
high neck pillar taps
F1081

B20085LT/RT*
38mm CP brass flush
grated waste outlet
F2068
13mm deck pattern
mixer
F1026

Recommended

B20085RT

38mm waste, plug,
chain and overflow
F2119
13mm deck pattern
mixer
F1026

Recommended

B20085L

B20085L/R*

13mm fluted handle
high neck pillar taps
F1083

Telephone : 01246 458900

13mm crosshead
high neck pillar taps
F1081
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General purpose, bucket and utility sinks
inset sinks
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

B20085LN/RN

No tapholes, no overflow
Required

!

38mm CP brass flush grated
waste outlet
F2068
13mm mixer lever taps (each)
F1075

Recommended
B20085LN

Wall mounted elbows (pair)
F1084

Required

!

B20085LCO/RCO*

38mm waste, plug, chain and
overflow
F2119
13mm monobloc mixer tap
F1059

Recommended

B20085RCO

13mm monobloc mixer tap with
fluted handles
F1087

Tapholes at 200mm centres, no overflow, LH/RH drainer B20085LT2/RT2*
Required

!

38mm CP brass flush grated
waste outlet
F2068
13mm high necked lever
operated taps (per pair)
F1074

Recommended

B20085LT2

13mm mixer lever taps (each)
F1075

Tapholes at 200mm centres, with overflow, LH/RH drainer B20085LT20/RT20*
Required

Recommended

B20085RT20

!

38mm waste, plug, chain and
overflow
F2119
13mm high necked lever
operated taps (per pair)
F1074
13mm mixer lever taps (each)
F1075

*Models also available in grade 316 stainless steel.
Please see Medical and Laboratory section.
Telephone : 01246 458900

www.franke-ws.com
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General purpose, bucket and utility sinks

Centre taphole with overflow, LH/RH drainer

General purpose, bucket and utility sinks
inset sinks
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Double bowl/double drainer inset sink
A double bowl/double drainer inset sink manufactured from 0.9mm thick,
austenitic stainless steel, satin polish finish. This sink has all four sides
incorporating a rimmed edge profile, particularly suitable for insetting
into a standard sized worktop. The bowls are prepared for a 38mm waste
and overflow and can be supplied with waste, plug, chain and overflow as
an extra. Two tapholes are provided, positioned centrally between the
bowls, suitable for mixer taps only. Supplied complete with fixing clips.
cut out size: 1790x490mm
1800x500x250mm (bowl depth)

B20086D

1800x500x180mm (bowl depth)

B20087D

!

General purpose, bucket and utility sinks

Required

38mm waste, plug,
chain and overflow
F2119
13mm deck
pattern mixer
F1026

Recommended

Single bowl/double drainer inset sink
Manufactured from 0.7mm thick, grade 1.4301 (304) stainless steel,
polished drainer with satin bowl. This sink has all four sides incorporating
a rimmed edge profile, suitable for insetting into a standard sized
worktop. The bowl is supplied complete with 38mm waste, plug, chain
and overflow. Two tap holes are provided directly behind the sink bowl,
positioned centrally, suitable for either individual pillar taps or deck
pattern mixer tap. Supplied complete with fixing clips.
cut out size 1372x465mm
1392x485x160mm with waste, plug, chain and overflow
13mm deck
pattern mixer
F1026

Recommended

13mm fluted
handle high neck
pillar taps
F1083
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F0311

Telephone : 01246 458900

13mm crosshead high
neck pillar taps
F1081
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General purpose, bucket and utility sinks
inset sinks
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Double bowl/single drainer inset sink
Manufactured from 0.7mm thick, grade 1.4301 (304) stainless steel,
polished drainer with satin bowl. This sink has all four sides incorporating
a rimmed edge profile, suitable for insetting into a standard sized
worktop. The bowls are supplied complete with 38mm waste and
overflow. Two tap holes are provided, positioned centrally between the
bowls, suitable for mixer taps only. Supplied complete with fixing clips.

1392

Cut out size 1372x465mm
1392x485x160mm left drainer with waste, plug, chain and overflow		
F0312
1392x485x160mm right drainer with waste, plug, chain and overflow	
F0313
13mm deck pattern mixer
F1026

Reversible single bowl, single drainer, inset sink
Reversible compact single bowl with single drainer, bright drainer/matt
bowl complete with 1 tap hole. Made from 0.6mm stainless steel.
Bowl Size - 345x395x160mm
Cut Out Size - 844x484mm
Waste Size - 38mm
860x500mm with waste and overflow
Recommended

F0309
13mm monobloc mixer tap
F1059

13mm monobloc mixer tap with
fluted handles
F1087

Reversible 1.5 bowl single drainer, inset sink
Reversible 1.5 bowl, single drainer with single drainer complete with 1
tap hole. Bright drainer/matt bowl. Made from 0.6mm stainless steel.
Bowl Size - 345x395x160mm
Second Bowl Size -170x320x80
Cut Out Size - 949x484mm
Waste Size - 38mm
965x500mm with waste and overflow
Recommended

F0306
13mm monobloc mixer tap
F1059

13mm monobloc mixer tap with
fluted handles
F1087

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Recommended

General purpose, bucket and utility sinks
sit on sinks
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Single bowl/single drainer sit-on sink 600mm wide
A range of 600mm wide sinks manufactured from 0.9mm thick austenitic
stainless steel, satin polish finish. The rear of the unit incorporates an
upstand with the remaining three sides all turned down, suitable for
mounting onto a cabinet. All the sinks have the bowl prepared for a
38mm waste outlet and overflow. For an extra cost the 250mm deep
bowl can be prepared for a waste disposal unit, however the waste outlet
will be repositioned to the front of the bowl and not in the rear as
standard. All waste fittings are available as extras.

General purpose, bucket and utility sinks

Two tapholes are provided positioned centrally behind the bowl to suit
either individual 13mm pillar taps or 13mm mixer taps.

B20081L/R

L or R refers to the handing of the drainer ie. left or right when
facing front of unit.
1000x600x180mm

B20081L/R

1000x600x250mm

B20082L/R

1200x600x180mm

B20072L/R

!

Required
B20082L/R

38mm waste, plug,
chain and overflow
F2119
13mm deck pattern
mixer
F1026

Recommended

13mm fluted handle
high neck pillar taps
F1083

13mm crosshead
high neck pillar taps
F1081

B20072L/R

Single bowl/double drainer sit-on sink 600mm wide
A range of 600mm wide sinks manufactured from 0.9mm thick austenitic
stainless steel, satin polish finish. The rear of the unit incorporates an upstand
with the remaining three sides all turned down, suitable for mounting onto a
cabinet. All the sinks have the bowl prepared for a 38mm waste outlet and
overflow. For an extra cost the 250mm deep bowl can be prepared for a
waste disposal unit, however the waste outlet will be repositioned to the front
of the bowl and not in the rear as standard. All waste fittings are available as
extras.
Two tapholes are provided positioned centrally behind the bowl to suit
either individual 13mm pillar taps or 13mm mixer taps.

B20074D

1500x600x180mm

B20074D

1500x600x250mm

B20075D

!

Required

13mm deck pattern
mixer
F1026

Recommended
B20075D

13mm fluted handle
high neck pillar taps
F1083
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38mm waste, plug,
chain and overflow
F2119

Telephone : 01246 458900

13mm crosshead
high neck pillar taps
F1081
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IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Utility sink - wall mounted
Wall mounted general purpose sink manufactured from 1mm thick grade
1.4301 (304) stainless steel – satin polish finish. The sink has an angled
front rubbing board and central 38mm BSP waste fitting. Side brackets
and fixing screws supplied.
500x450mm – wall hung, complete with waste

SIRX340

Inset general purpose sink manufactured from 1mm thick grade 1.4301
(304) stainless steel – satin polish finish. The sink has an angled front
rubbing board and central 38mm BSP waste fitting. Fixing brackets
supplied.
500x450mm – inset model, complete with waste

SIRX342

Multipurpose sink
Wall mounted general purpose sink bowl manufactured from grade
1.4301 (304) stainless steel – satin polish finish, with 70mm wide rear
tap ledge, 38mm BSP waste fitting with a standing plug/overflow tube
and complete with integral wall brackets.
600x500x276mm – wall hung, complete with waste

BS330

Utility sink
Utility sink for wall mounting stainless steel, surface satin finished,
material thickness 1mm, seamless welded bowl with dimensions
420x320x170mm, rounded edges, 1½" plug waste with plastic overflow
pipe, and right drainage, 40mm rear upstand, includes stainless steel
folding grid with rubber bumps and mounting set.

Telephone : 01246 458900
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500x400x180mm wall hung utility sink with grid

BS302

500x400x180mm wall hung utility sink without grid

BS303
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Utility sink - inset

General purpose, bucket and utility sinks
Cleaning and Janitorial
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Floor standing bucket sink with splashback
Floor standing bucket sink manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel, material thickness 1.2mm, with splash back, hinged
grating, 38mm BSP waste fitting and complete with integral wall
brackets. The bucket sink is supported on two front legs and is held in
position by screwing the two integral wall brackets directly to the wall.
Screws and wall plugs are not supplied.
G21663N

500x517x800mm
Stainless steel
bucket (11.5 litres )
F7927

General purpose, bucket and utility sinks

Recommended

Cold bib tap for
bucket sinks
F1071
Hot bib tap for
bucket sinks
F1073
2 x extension pieces
F1072

500

Cleaner’s sink with grid and splashback
Wall mounted cleaners sink manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel, material thickness 0.9mm, with splash back, hinged
grating, 38mm BSP waste fitting and complete with integral wall
brackets.
440x310x195mm wall hung cleaner’s sink with grid
and splashback

WB440CP

Cleaner’s sink with grid
Wall mounted cleaners sink manufactured from 0.9mm thick grade
1.4301 (304) stainless steel – satin polish finish, with anti drip edge,
hinged grating, 38mm BSP waste fitting and complete with integral wall
brackets.
500x500x160mm wall hung cleaner’s sink with grid
Recommended

95

WB500GV

Splashback for WB500GV
F831

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Cleaning and Janitorial
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Centinel janitorial unit with WRAS approved tap
and PEX hoses
Floor standing janitorial unit manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel, 1.2mm material thickness throughout except for lower
bowl which is 0.9mm. Supplied complete with monobloc mixer, 32mm
flush grated waste (for top wash bowl) and 38mm domed waste outlet
(for lower bowl). The janitorial unit can be fixed with 4 legs for floor
standing or part wall hung/floor standing by using only two of the front
legs or alternatively can be fitted as a wall hung unit by using the joggle
strip provided.
A HTM standard version is also available. Please see Medical
section.

Recommended
F1000

Waste plumbing kit for
Centinel janitorial unit
G20051N
Spares

Telephone : 01246 458900

Stainless steel bucket
(11.5 litres)
F7927
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Tap with limited swivel spout
F1000
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General purpose, bucket and utility sinks

G20050N

570x500x880mm
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MEDICAL and
laboratory
Franke have an extensive range of standard products suitable for
Hospital, Laboratory and Medical applications. The Hospital products
of sluice sinks, plaster sinks, scrub-up troughs, sink bowls and tops and
combination sluice sinks are suitable for Hospital wards, Accident and
Emergency rooms, Operating Theatres, Nursing Homes and Doctor’s
surgeries.

PRODUCT FEATURES
	Comply with HTM64 sanitaryware guidelines
	Comply with HTM63 laboratory furniture guidelines
	Sink tops available in 304 and 316 stainless steel material
	Full range of fittings for the sink and sanitaryware products
	Custom made hospital and laboratory products available,
details on request
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medical and laboratory
HTM64 Medical Sinks
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

SK1 - Single bowl sink
A single bowl sink manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel, satin polish finish. The sink top is turned down on all four
edges and incorporates a wet area recess. The bowl is prepared for a
38mm waste outlet.
NOTE: It is not possible to fit an overflow. The sink top can either be
mounted on wall brackets or front leg supports - see recommended list
below.
Single bowl, no tapholes
external: 600x600x218 bowl: 500x400x200

G22002N

Single bowl sink with 2 tapholes at 200mm centres
external: 600x600x218 bowl: 500x400x200

Note: Illustration shows unit fitted with stainless steel brackets

38mm CP brass flush
grated waste outlet
F2068

!

Required

Stainless steel
cantilever bracket pair
G26523L/R

Recommended

13mm high necked
lever operated taps
F1074

Stainless steel front
leg support pair
G26524L/R

Wall mounted elbows (pair)
F1084

13mm mixer
lever tap
F1075

HTM STANDARD 64

G22002NT

SK2 - Double bowl sink
A double bowl sink manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel, satin polish finish. The sink top is turned down on all four
edges and incorporates a wet area recess. The bowls are prepared for a
38mm waste outlet.

medical and laboratory

NOTE: It is not possible to fit an overflow. No tapholes are provided
therefore any taps to be fitted must be mounted onto the wall. The sink
top can either be mounted on wall brackets or front leg supports - see
recommended list below.
Double bowl, no tapholes
external: 1200x600x218 bowl: 500x400x200

38mm CP brass flush
grated waste outlet
F2068

!

Required

Stainless steel
cantilever bracket pair
G26523L/R

Recommended

13mm high necked
lever operated taps
F1074

Stainless steel front
leg support pair
G26524L/R
Note: Illustration shows unit fitted with stainless front leg supports

HTM STANDARD 64
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G22004N

13mm mixer
lever tap
F1075

Wall mounted elbows (pair)
F1084

Telephone : 01246 458900
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IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

STA Single bowl/single drainer sink
A single bowl/single drainer sink manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade
1.4301 (304) stainless steel, satin polish finish. The sink top is turned
down on all four edges and incorporates a wet area recess. The bowl is
prepared for a 38mm waste outlet.
NOTE: It is not possible to fit an overflow. The sink top can either be
mounted on wall brackets or front leg supports - see recommended list
below.
L or R refers to the handing of the drainer ie. left or right when
facing front of unit.
No tapholes external: 1200x600x218 bowl: 500x400x200 G22006L/R
2 tapholes at 200mm centres external: 1200x600x218 bowl:
500x400x200
G22006LT/RT

!

Required

Stainless steel
cantilever bracket pair
G26523L/R

Recommended

Stainless steel front
leg support pair
G26524L/R

Note: All Illustrations show unit fitted with stainless steel front leg
supports. Photo shows sink with tapholes and lever taps, both of
which are extra to the standard product.

13mm high necked
lever operated taps
F1074
Wall mounted elbows (pair)
F1084

13mm mixer
lever tap
F1075

HTM STANDARD 64

38mm CP brass
flush grated waste
outlet
F2068

STB Single bowl/double drainer sink
A single bowl/double drainer sink manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade
1.4301 (304) stainless steel, satin polish finish. The sink top is turned
down on all four edges and incorporates a wet area recess. The bowl is
prepared for a 38mm waste outlet.
NOTE: It is not possible to fit an overflow. No tapholes are provided therefore
any taps to be fitted must be mounted onto the wall. The sink top can either be
mounted on wall brackets or front leg supports - see recommended list below.

!

Required

Recommended

Note: All Illustrations show unit fitted with stainless steel
front leg supports
HTM STANDARD 64

Stainless steel front leg
support (3 required). Please
order either a G26524L or R
in addition to a G26524L/R
G26524L/R
13mm mixer lever
operated tap
F1075

Telephone : 01246 458900
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G22008D

38mm CP brass flush
grated waste outlet
F2068
13mm high necked
lever operated taps
F1074
Stainless steel cantilever
bracket (3 required).
Please order either a
G26523L or R in addition
to a G26523L/R
G26523L/R
Wall mounted elbows (pair)
F1084
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No tapholes external: 1800x600x218 bowl: 500x400x200

medical and laboratory
HTM64 Medical Sinks
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

STC Double bowl/single drainer sink
A double bowl/single drainer sink manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade
1.4301 (304) stainless steel, satin polish finish. The sink top is turned
down on all four edges and incorporates a wet area recess. The bowls are
prepared for a 38mm waste outlet.
NOTE: It is not possible to fit an overflow. No tapholes are provided
therefore any taps to be fitted must be mounted onto the wall.
The sink top can be mounted on wall brackets or front leg supports see recommended list below. This sink requires three brackets or three
front leg supports.
L or R refers to the handing of the drainer ie. left or right when
facing front of unit.
No tapholes
external: 1800x600x218 bowl: 500x400x200

Note: All Illustrations show unit fitted with stainless steel front
leg supports

38mm CP brass flush
grated waste outlet
F2068

!

Required

13mm high necked
lever operated taps
F1074

Recommended

Stainless steel front leg
support (3 required). Please
order either a G26524L or R
in addition to a G26524L/R
G26524L/R
13mm mixer lever
operated tap
F1075

Stainless steel cantilever
bracket (3 required).
Please order either a
G26523L or R in addition
to a G26523L/R
G26523L/R
Wall mounted elbows (pair)
F1084

medical and laboratory

HTM STANDARD 64

G22010L/R
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IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Single bowl/single drainer sink
A single bowl/single drainer sink manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade 1.4301
(304) stainless steel, satin polish finish. The sink top is turned down on all four edges
and incorporates a wet area recess. The bowl is prepared for a 38mm waste outlet.
NOTE: It is not possible to fit an overflow. The sink top can either be mounted
on wall brackets or front leg supports - see extras listed below.
L or R refers to the handing of the drainer ie. left or right when facing
front of unit.
G22045L/R

No tapholes external: 1000x600x220 bowl: 400x400x180mm
2 tapholes at 200mm centres
external: 1000x600x220mm bowl: 400x400x180mm

G22045LT/RT

No tapholes external: 1500x600x220mm bowl: 500x400x200mm G22046L/R
2 tapholes at 200mm centres
external: 1500x600x220mm bowl: 500x400x200mm

38mm CP brass flush
grated waste outlet
F2068

!

Required

Stainless steel
cantilever bracket pair
G26523L/R

Recommended

13mm high necked
lever operated taps
F1074

Stainless steel front
leg support pair
G26524L/R

Note: All Illustrations show unit fitted with stainless steel front
leg supports. Photo shows sink with tapholes and lever taps,
both of which are extra to the standard product.

G22046LT/RT

Wall mounted elbows (pair)
F1084

13mm mixer
lever tap
F1075

HTM STANDARD 64

Single bowl/double drainer sink
A single bowl/double drainer sink manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade 1.4301
(304) stainless steel, satin polish finish. The sink top is turned down on all four edges
and incorporates a wet area recess. The bowls are prepared for a 38mm waste outlet.
NOTE: It is not possible to fit an overflow. The sink top can either be mounted
on wall brackets or front leg supports - see extras listed below.
No tapholes external: 1500x600x220mm bowl: 500x400x200mm

!

Required

Recommended

Note: All Illustrations show unit fitted with stainless steel
front leg supports
HTM STANDARD 64

Telephone : 01246 458900

Stainless steel front
leg support pair
G26524L/R
13mm mixer
lever tap
F1075
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G22047N
G22047NT

38mm CP brass flush
grated waste outlet
F2068
Stainless steel
cantilever bracket pair
G26523L/R
13mm high necked
lever operated taps
F1074
Wall mounted elbows (pair)
F1084
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2 tapholes at 200mm centres
external: 1500x600x220mm bowl: 500x400x200mm

medical and laboratory
HTM63 Sinks
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Sit on sinks with radiused front edge
A range of sinks manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade 1.4301 (304) stainless
steel, satin polish finish. Each sink profile incorporates a radiused front edge
together with a radiused internal corner at the base of the upstand. All sink bowls
are prepared for a 38mm waste outlet which can be supplied as an extra.
All the sink units are suitable for mounting onto cabinets, front leg supports or
cantilevered brackets - see recommended listed below.
L or R after the code number refers to the handing of the drainer ie. left
or right when facing the unit.
external: 1000x650x220mm
G22048L/R

single bowl, single drainer, no tapholes
G22048L/R

single bowl, single drainer, with 2 tapholes at 200mm centres

G22048LT/RT

external: 1200x650x220mm
G22049L/R

single bowl, single drainer, no tapholes
single bowl, single drainer, with 2 tapholes at 200mm centres

G22049LT/RT

external: 1500x650x220mm
G22050L/R

single bowl, single drainer, no tapholes
G22049L/R

single bowl, single drainer, with 2 tapholes at 200mm centres

G22050LT/RT
G22051N

single bowl, double drainer, no tapholes

G22051NT

single bowl, double drainer, with 2 tapholes at 200mm centres
external: 1800x650x220mm

G22052N

single bowl, double drainer, no tapholes
single bowl, double drainer, with 2 tapholes at 200mm centres

G22052NT
G22053N

double bowl, double drainer, no tapholes
double bowl, double drainer, with 2 tapholes at 200mm centres
G22050L/R
Required

Recommended

medical and laboratory

G22051L/R

!

G22053NT

38mm CP brass flush grated
waste outlet
F2068
Stainless steel cantilever bracket pair
(3 required for 1800mm units). Please order
either a G26523L or R in addition to a
G26523L/R
G26523L/R
Stainless steel front leg support pair.
(3 required for 1800mm units) Please
order either a G26524L or R in addition to a
G26524L/R
G26524L/R

Recommended
for all with 2
tapholes
G22052N

13mm high necked lever operated taps
F1074

13mm mixer lever tap
F1075

Recommended
for all without
tapholes

Wall mounted elbows (pair)
F1084

G22053N
HTM STANDARD 63
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IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Rimmed edge bowls (for insetting) - grade 316
stainless steel
Large sink bowl supplied for insetting into worktops and has a rimmed
edge. Manufactured from 1.2mm thick austenitic grade stainless steel
with a satin polish finish. An earthing lug is fitted to the underside of the
bowl. Supplied with 38mm waste outlet, standpipe strainer, fixing studs
and brackets. Full fitting instructions are supplied.
L or R after the code number refers to the handing of the waste
ie. left or right when facing front of unit.
C50136L/R

610x460x300mm

Rimmed edge inset bowls - grade 316 stainless
steel
Inset sink bowl manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade 1.4404 (316)
stainless steel, satin polish finish. The top flange surround has a rimmed
edge and the bowl is supplied complete with fixing clips for mounting into
a worktop. Prepared for a 38mm waste outlet.
cut out size: 390x315mm with 107mm radius
C50120N

316 material - no overflow 380x300x180mm

C50120N

cut out size: 470x350mm with 105mm radius
316 material - no overflow 460x340x250mm

C50175N

cut out size: 510x410mm with 115mm radius

C50175N

316 material - no overflow 500x400x200mm

C50148N

316 material - no overflow 500x400x250mm

C50149N

316 material - no overflow 500x400x300mm

C50150N

Required

38mm Vulcathene waste and
plug, no overflow
F2039

www.franke-ws.com
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Models also available in Grade 304 stainless
steel. Please see Washbasins and Washtrough
section.

C50148N/49N/50N

Telephone : 01246 458900
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grade 316 stainless steel sinks
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Single bowl/single drainer inset sink - grade 316 stainless
steel
A single bowl/single drainer sink manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade 1.4404 (316)
stainless steel, satin polish finish. The sink top is turned down on all edges and incorporates
a rimmed edge and fixing rails. Fixing clips are provided for insetting the sink into a worktop.
The bowl is prepared for a 38mm waste outlet only.
L or R refers to the handing of the drainer ie. left or right when facing front of unit.
external: 1015x505x200mm, bowl: 420x350x180mm, cut out size: 1000x490mm
B50085L/R

No tapholes, no overflow

B50085LT/RT

2 tapholes at 200mm centres, no overflow

200

B50085L

Required

38mm Vulcathene
waste and plug, no
overflow
F2039

!

13mm high
necked lever
operated taps)
F1074

Recommended

13mm mixer
lever tap
F1075
Wall mounted
elbows (pair)
F1084

B50085RT

2 tapholes at 200mm centres, with overflow
Required

38mm Vulcathene
waste and plug,
with overflow
F2120

!

13mm high
necked lever
operated taps)
F1074

Recommended

B50085RT0

medical and laboratory

13mm mixer
lever tap
F1075

B50085LCO/RCO

Single centre taphole, with overflow
Required

B50085LTO/RTO

38mm Vulcathene
waste and plug,
with overflow
F2120

!

13mm monobloc
mixer tap
F1059

Recommended

13mm monobloc
mixer tap with
fluted handles
F1087

B50085RCO
B50085LC/RC

Single centre taphole, no overflow
Required

Recommended

!

38mm Vulcathene
waste and plug,
no overflow
F2039
13mm monobloc
mixer tap
F1059

B50085RC

13mm monobloc
mixer tap with
fluted handles
F1087

All models also available in Grade 304 stainless steel.
Please see General Purpose, Bucket and Utility Sinks section.
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IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

DUH hospital pattern disposal sink
A DUH hospital disposal unit manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade
1.4301 (304) stainless steel with a satin polish finish. The top is turned
down on all four edges and incorporates a wet area recess. Fitted with a
sluice hopper at one end which can be supplied with either top inlet or
back inlet. The hopper has a 110mm dia. outlet which can accept a P or S
trap, available as an extra.
Stainless steel cisterns are available with stainless steel downpipes for
surface mounting installations. For installations where the cistern is duct
mounted a plastic cistern with plastic downpipe is available. Plastic
cisterns have a 9 litres capacity whereas the stainless steel cistern can
be 6, 7 or 9 litre capacity and all are fitted with a 13mm HP brass valve,
plastic float and CP metal flushing lever handles. The unit should only be
fed from a cistern or tank water supply.

Photograph shows front
leg supports whereas the
Illustrations show
cantilevered brackets
fitted

Unit can be mounted on either stainless steel cantilever brackets or
stainless steel front leg supports. Front leg supports give a working
height of 900mm and have adjustable feet which can be screwed to the
floor for extra stability.
L or R after the code number refers to the handing of the drainer
ie. left or right when facing front of unit.

* When a top central
entry is supplied this
dimension is 270mm

external: 1000x600x300mm sluice hopper: 375/110x300mm
LH/RH drainer top 110mm outlet, back inlet for
duct mounted cisterns

G22016L/R

LH/RH drainer top 110mm outlet, top inlet for
surface mounted cisterns

G22025L/R

!

Trap

Support

Required

Cistern
Downpipe

www.franke-ws.com

110mm Stainless
steel adjustable
P trap
B4052
110mm Stainless steel
adjustable S trap
B4059
For a G22025L/R
6, 7 & 9 litre stainless
steel cistern
G20605N

Plastic downpipe
B3022

and

Stainless steel
downpipe
B4215
Stainless steel
removable outlet
grating 110mm
G26542N
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Recommended

Telephone : 01246 458900

White plastic P
trap for hospital
units
OR
B4042

For a G22016L/R
9 litre plastic
cistern
OR
F3018

Duct mounted

HTM STANDARD 64

Stainless steel
front leg support
G26524L/R

OR

and

Surface mounted

Stainless steel
cantilever bracket
G26523L/R OR

medical and laboratory
duhs hospital disposal units
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

DUHS hospital pattern disposal sink
A DUHS hospital disposal unit manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel with a satin polish finish. The top is turned down on all four edges and
incorporates a wet area recess. Fitted with a sluice hopper at one end which can be
suitable for either a top inlet or back inlet. The hopper has a 110mm dia. outlet
which can accept a P or S trap. A wash up bowl is positioned next to the sluice
hopper and is prepared for a 38mm waste outlet, but does not have an overflow.
Stainless steel cisterns are available with stainless steel downpipes for surface
mounting installations. For installations where the cistern is duct mounted a
plastic cistern with plastic downpipe is available. Cisterns are all are fitted with a
13mm HP brass valve, plastic float and CP metal flushing lever handles. The unit
should only be fed from a cistern or tank water supply.
Unit can be mounted on either stainless steel cantilever brackets or stainless
steel front leg supports. Front leg supports give a working height of 900mm and
have adjustable feet which can be screwed to the floor for extra stability.
L or R after the code number refers to the handing of the drainer ie. left
or right when facing front of unit.
external: 1600x600x300mm, sluice hopper: 375/110x300mm,
wash bowl: 500x400x200mm
LH/RH drainer 110mm outlet, back inlet for
duct mounted cisterns

G22027LT/RT

!
Stainless steel
cantilever bracket
G26523L/R OR

Stainless steel
front leg support
G26524L/R

White plastic P
trap for hospital
units
OR
B4042

110mm Stainless
steel adjustable
P trap
B4052
110mm Stainless steel
adjustable S trap
B4059

OR

For a G22027L/R
6, 7 & 9 litre stainless
steel cistern
G20605N

For a G22018L/R
9 litre plastic
cistern
OR
F3018

Cistern

medical and laboratory

Trap

Support

Required

Downpipe

Plastic downpipe
B3022

and

Stainless steel
downpipe
B4215

waste

Flush grated waste
F2068

Stainless steel
removable outlet
grating 110mm
G26542N

Recommended
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G22027L/R

LH/RH drainer 110mm outlet, top inlet for surface
mounted cisterns with 2 tapholes at 200mm centres

and

HTM STANDARD 64

G22018LT/RT

LH/RH drainer 110mm outlet, top inlet for
surface mounted cisterns

* When a top
central entry is
supplied this
dimension is
270mm

Surface mounted

G22018L/R

LH/RH drainer 110mm outlet, back inlet for duct
mounted cisterns with 2 tapholes at 200mm centres

Illustrations show
front leg supports
fitted

Duct mounted
13mm mixer lever tap
F1075
Wall mounted elbows (pair)
F1084

13mm high necked
lever operated taps
F1074

Telephone : 01246 458900
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duG hospital disposal units
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

DUG domestic services disposal sink wall hung
A wall hung domestic services disposal unit manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade
1.4301 (304) stainless steel with a satin polish finish. Incorporating a sluice hopper
which is suitable for either top entry or duct mounted services. The hopper has a
110mm dia. outlet which can accept a P trap, available as an extra.
Stainless steel cisterns are available with stainless steel downpipes for surface
mounting installations. For installations where the cistern is duct mounted a plastic
cistern with plastic downpipe is available. Plastic cisterns have 9 litres capacity
whereas the stainless steel cistern can be 6, 7 or 9 litre capacity and all are fitted with
a 13mm HP brass valve, plastic float and CP metal flushing lever handles.
The unit should only be fed from a cistern or tank water supply. The unit is fixed to the
wall using two cantilevered brackets, available as an extra.
external: 600x600/670x300, sluice hopper: 375/110x300
Wall hung unit 110mm outlet, back inlet for duct mounted cisterns

G22041N

Wall hung unit 110mm outlet, top inlet for surface mounted cisterns

G22043N

Duct mounted

White plastic P trap
for hospital units
B4042

Trap

Surface mounted

HTM STANDARD 64

Stainless steel
adjustable P trap
110mm
B4052

OR

9 litre plastic cistern
F3018

Cistern

Surface mounted

Downpipe

Illustration shows duct mounted
unit G22041N - 600x600mm

Stainless steel
cantilever bracket
(pair)
G26523L/R

SupporT

!

Required

and

Plastic downpipe
B3022

6, 7 & 9 litre stainless
steel cistern
G20605N
and

Stainless steel
downpipe
B4215

DUG domestic services disposal sink floor standing
A floor standing domestic services disposal unit manufactured from
1.2mm thick, grade 1.4301 (304) stainless steel with a satin polish finish. Incorporating
a sluice hopper which is suitable for duct mounted services. The hopper has a 110mm
dia. outlet which can accept a P trap, available as an extra. A duct mounted plastic
cistern with plastic downpipe is available. Plastic cisterns have a 9 litre capacity valve,
plastic float and metal flushing lever handles. The unit should only be fed from a cistern
or tank water supply. The unit is fixed to the floor and the wall via the service duct.
G22020N

600x600x600mm

!

Downpipe

Cistern

trap

Required

Telephone : 01246 458900
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White plastic
P trap for
hospital units
B4042
9 litre plastic
cistern
F3018
Plastic
downpipe
B3022
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Sluice hopper 375/110/300mm

medical and laboratory
plaster sinks and scrub troughs
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

PSH plaster sink

Illustration shows sink mounted on cantilevered brackets

Plaster sink top manufactured from 1.2mm thick, grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel, with a satin polish finish whereas the bowl is from 1.5mm
material. The single bowl incorporates a plaster catcher sump which is
prepared for a 38mm waste. A plaster catcher/basket and lid is supplied
which fits into the sump in order to prevent loose plaster from entering
the waste and causing a blockage.
No tapholes are provided so any taps to be fitted must be wall mounted.
Stainless steel cantilevered brackets or stainless steel front leg supports
can be supplied as an extra. Both these types of supports rely on a
strong wall fixing, particular when brackets are fitted. No wall fixings are
supplied. L or R after the code number refers to the handing of the
drainer ie. left or right when facing the unit.
external: 1200x600mm, bowl: 500x400x200/400mm,
G22000L/R

LH/RH plain top drainer

38mm flush grated
brass waste outlet
F2068

!

Required

Stainless steel
cantilever bracket pair
G26523L/R

Recommended

Plaster catcher
and lid

Stainless steel front
leg support pair
G26524L/R

13mm high necked
lever operated taps
F1074
Wall mounted elbows (pair)
F1084

13mm mixer
lever tap
F1075

SUH scrub-up troughs

medical and laboratory

A range of surgeons scrub up troughs manufactured from 1.5mm thick,
grade 1.4301 (304) stainless steel, with a satin polish finish. All models are
available with a conventional waste outlet in the base of the trough for
surface mounting. The top and bottom areas of the trough are fixed to the
wall using joggle strips. Wall fixing screws and plugs are not supplied. L or
R after the code number refers to the handing of the waste outlet ie. left or
right when facing the front of the trough. Rear waste outlet version also
available, please call for details.
LH/RH bottom waste outlet 750mm,
external: 750x400x400/430mm

G22029L/R

LH/RH bottom waste outlet 1500mm,
external: 1500x400x400/430mm

G22030L/R

LH/RH bottom waste outlet 2250mm,
external: 2250x400x400/430mm

G22031L/R

Recommended

Special height rear upstand
POA

HTM STANDARD 64
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Cleaning and Janitorial
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

HTM64 Centinel janitorial unit
Floor standing janitorial unit manufactured from grade 1.4301 (304)
stainless steel, 1.2mm material thickness throughout except for lower
bowl which is 0.9mm. Supplied complete with lever operated monobloc
mixer c/w copper tails, 32mm flush grated waste (for top wash bowl) and
38mm domed waste outlet (for lower bowl). The janitorial unit can be
fixed with 4 legs for floor standing or part wall hung/floor standing by
using only two of the front legs or alternatively can be fitted as a wall
hung unit by using the joggle strip provided.
G20055N


Recommended

Stainless steel bucket
(11.5 litres)
F7927
Waste plumbing kit for
Centinel janitorial unit
G20051N

Spares

Lever operated tap
F1024

HTM STANDARD 64

medical and laboratory

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Catering sinks, tables
and equipment
Franke Sissons’ extensive range of commercial equipment
has been designed to meet the needs of today’s
leading catering establishments and hotels.

PRODUCT FEATURES
	Wide range of catering sinks and manual taps to suit all
commercial kitchens
Preparation tables with retro-fit drawers
Small and large inset sink bowls
Food waste disposal units for environmentally friendly hygienic
disposal of food waste

112
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Mini Catering Sinks
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Mini catering sinks 600mm wide - single bowl
Mini sinks are manufactured from 1.2mm thick austenitic grade stainless
steel polished to a satin finish. Single bowl sinks are all supplied with
38mm waste, plug, chain and overflow. Single bowl sinks have two holes
drilled at 180mm centres suitable for either 13mm pillar taps or mixer
taps. An earthing lug is fitted under the drainer. Stainless steel underframes complete with shelf are supplied in a flat pack form with easy to
read assembly instructions. Each leg is fitted with an adjustable foot
(-20/+10mm) with a working height of 900mm.
L or R after the code number refers to the handing of the drainer.
ie. left or right when facing the unit.

E20602L

External: 1000x600mm, bowl: 400x400x250mm, single drainer E20601L/R
External: 1200x600mm, bowl: 500x400x250mm, single drainer E20602L/R
External: 1200x600mm, bowl: 500x400x300mm, single drainer E20603L/R
External: 1500x600mm bowl: 500x400x300mm double drainerE20604N
Stand & shelf for E20601L/R
K20670N
Stand & shelf for E20602L/R
and E20603L/L	
K20671N
Stand & shelf for E20604N	
K20672N

Recommended

13mm crosshead
high neck
pillar taps
F1081

13mm fluted handle
high neck pillar taps
F1083

13mm deck
pattern mixer tap
F1026

Mini catering sinks 600mm wide - double bowl

Catering Sinks, Tables and Equipment

Mini sinks are manufactured from 1.2mm thick austenitic grade stainless
steel polished to a satin finish. The larger bowl is fitted with a 38mm waste,
plug, chain and overflow and the smaller outer bowl supplied with a 38mm
basket strainer waste outlet. They are both drilled for mixer taps only - see
illustrations opposite.
An earthing lug is fitted under the drainer. Stainless steel underframes
complete with shelf are supplied in a flat pack form with easy to read
assembly instructions. Each leg is fitted with an adjustable foot
(-20/+10mm) with a working height of 900mm.

E20605R

L or R after the code number refers to the handing of the drainer. ie.
left or right when facing the unit.

E20605L & E20606L

External: 1500x600mm, bowls: 500x400x250mm
and 400x400x250mm, single drainer

E20605L/R

External: 1500x600mm, bowls: 500x400x300mm and
400x400x250mm, single drainer

E20606L/R

Recommended

Typical end elevation

Stand & shelf
K20672N

13mm deck pattern mixer tap
F1026
Section through all models
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Midi Catering Sinks
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Midi catering sinks 650mm wide - single/
double bowl
Midi sinks are manufactured from 1.2mm thick austenitic grade stainless
steel polished to a satin finish. All sinks have two tapholes behind each
bowl drilled at 180mm centres. Single bowl sinks are suitable for either
13mm pillar taps or mixer taps whereas the double bowl sinks are only
suitable for pillar taps. Bowls are all supplied with 38mm waste and
standpipe strainer overflow. An earthing lug is fitted under the drainer.
Stainless steel underframes complete with shelf are supplied in a flat pack
form with easy to read assembly instructions. Each leg is fitted with an
adjustable foot (-20/+10mm) with a working height of 900mm.

E20614D

L or R after the code number refers to the handing of the drainer
ie. left or right when facing the unit.
External: 750x650mm bowl: 610x460x300mm single bowl

E20608N

E20608N

External: 1200x650mm bowl: 610x460x300mm,
single bowl, single drainer

E20610L/R

External: 1500x650mm bowl: 610x460x300mm,
single bowl, single drainer

E20612L/R

External: 1800x650mm bowl: 610x460x300mm,
single bowl, double drainer

E20614D

External: 1800x650mm bowls: 610x460x300mm,
double bowl, single drainer

E20616L/R

External: 2400x650mm bowls: 610x460x300mm,
double bowl, double drainer

E20618D

Recommended
E20610L

Stand & shelf for E20608N K20674N
Stand & shelf for E20610L/R K20671N
Stand & shelf for E20612L/R K20672N
Stand & shelf for E20614D and
E20616L/R
K20673N
Stand & shelf for E20618D K20684N
(This underframe incorporates 6 legs)
13mm crosshead high neck
pillar taps
F1081

E20612L

13mm fluted handle high neck
pillar taps
F1083
13mm deck pattern mixer tap
F1026

E20614D

38mm waste fitting and standpipe
strainer for 300mm deep bowls
F2132

E20616L

E20618D

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Spares
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magnum Catering Sinks
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Magnum catering sinks 700mm wide with
610x460mm bowl
Magnum sinks are manufactured from 1.2mm thick austenitic grade
stainless steel polished to a satin finish. Bowls are all supplied with 38mm
waste and standpipe strainer overflow. All sinks have two tapholes behind
each bowl drilled at 180mm centres. Single bowl sinks are suitable for
either 13mm pillar taps or mixer taps whereas the double bowl sinks are
only suitable for pillar taps. An earthing lug is fitted under the drainer.
Stainless steel underframes complete with shelf are supplied in a flat pack
form with easy to read assembly instructions. Each leg is fitted with an
adjustable foot (-20/+10mm) with a working height of 900mm.

E20626R

L or R after the code number refers to the handing of the drainer.
ie. left or right when facing the unit.

E20642L

External: 1200x700mm, bowl: 610x460x300mm,
single bowl, single drainer

E20642L/R

External: 1500x700mm, bowl: 610x460x300mm,
single bowl, single drainer

E20622L/R

External: 1800x700mm, bowl: 610x460x300mm,
single bowl, double drainer

E20624D

External: 1800x700mm, bowls: 610x460x300mm,
double bowl, single drainer

E20626L/R

External: 2400x700mm, bowls: 610x460x300mm,
double bowl, double drainer

E20628D

Recommended

E20622L

Stand & shelf for E20642L/R K20671N
Stand & shelf for E20622L/R K20672N
Stand & shelf for E20624D and
E20626L/R
K20673N
Stand & shelf for E20628D K20684N
(This underframe incorporates 6 legs)
13mm crosshead high neck
pillar taps
F1081

E20624D

13mm fluted handle high neck
pillar taps
F1083
Spares

38mm waste fitting and standpipe
strainer for 300mm deep bowls
F2132

Catering Sinks, Tables and Equipment

E20626L

E20628D

Section through all models
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Typical end elevation
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magnum Catering Sinks
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Magnum catering sinks 700mm wide with
760x510mm bowl
Magnum sinks are manufactured from 1.2mm thick austenitic grade
stainless steel polished to a satin finish. All sinks have two tapholes behind
each bowl drilled at 180mm centres. 19mm pillar taps are required to
provide sufficient flow of water for the large sink bowls. Bowls are all
supplied with 38mm waste and standpipe strainer overflow. An earthing lug
is fitted under the drainer. Stainless steel underframes complete with shelf
are supplied in a flat pack form with easy to read assembly instructions.
Each leg is fitted with an adjustable foot (-20/+10mm) with a working
height of 900mm.

E20637R

L or R after the code number refers to the handing of the drainer.
ie. left or right when facing the unit.

Typical end elevation

Section through all models

External: 1500x700mm, bowl: 760x510x380mm,
single bowl, single drainer

E20631L/R

External: 1800x700mm, bowl: 760x510x380mm,
single bowl, double drainer

E20634D

External: 2400x700mm, bowls: 760x510x380mm,
double bowl, single drainer

E20637L/R

External: 3000x700mm, bowls: 760x510x380mm,
double bowl, double drainer

E20640D

Recommended

Stand & shelf for E20631L/R K20672N
Stand & shelf for E20634D K20673N
Stand & shelf for E20637L/R K20680N
Stand & shelf for E20640D K20685N
(This underframe incorporates 6 legs)
19mm crosshead high neck
pillar taps
F1035/F1036

E20631L

Spares

38mm waste fitting and standpipe
strainer for 380mm deep bowls
F2133

E20634D

E20640D

Telephone : 01246 458900
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E20637L
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preparation tables
IMAGE

Type/Model

Item Number

Preparation wall tables 600, 650 and 700mm
wide
Mini wall tables will align with the Mini range of catering sinks. Mini wall
tables are manufactured from 1.2mm thick austenitic grade stainless steel
polished to a satin finish. Stainless steel underframes complete with shelf
are supplied with each table, in a flat pack form with easy to read
assembly instructions. Each leg is fitted with an adjustable foot
(-20/+10mm) with a working height of 900mm.
Mini wall table 600mm wide with stand and shelf

F20601Z

F20619Z/F20620Z

600x600mm

F20619Z

900x600mm

F20600Z

1200x600mm

F20601Z

1500x600mm

F20602Z

1800x600mm

F20603Z

Midi wall table 650mm wide with stand and shelf

Typical end elevation 600mm

F20600Z/F20604Z/
F20608Z

600x650mm

F20620Z

900x650mm

F20604Z

1200x650mm

F20605Z

1500x650mm

F20606Z

1800x650mm

F20607Z

Magnum wall table 700mm wide with stand and shelf

F20601Z/F20605Z/
F20609Z
Typical end elevation 650mm

900x700mm

F20608Z

1200x700mm

F20609Z

1500x700mm

F20610Z

1800x700mm

F20611Z
Stainless steel drawer for
all models except F20619/20N
F25171N
Stainless steel drawer with lock
F25173N

Recommended
F20602Z/F20606Z/
F20610Z

F20603Z/F20607Z/
F20611Z

Typical end elevation 700mm

Note: Drawers can not be fitted to tables shorter than 900mm in length

Four lengths of centre tables, all 650mm wide compliment the standard
wall tables. All the tables are manufactured from 1.2mm thick austenitic
grade stainless steel polished to a satin finish. Stainless steel underframes
complete with shelf are supplied with each table, in a flat pack form with
easy to read assembly instructions. Each leg is fitted with an adjustable
foot (-20/+10mm) with a working height of 900mm.
Centres tables with stand and shelf

900/1200/1500/1800

900x650mm

F20612Z

1200x650mm

F20613Z

1500x650mm

F20614Z

1800x650mm

F20615Z

Recommended
650
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Centre tables and special length tables
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Stainless steel drawer for
all models except F20619/20N
F25171N
Stainless steel drawer with lock
F25173N
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Bib taps for wall mounting
Manufactured from chromium plated brass the 13mm bib taps are
designed for mounting through a wall. In order to gain extra clearance
under the spout an extension tube is available.
13mm cold bib tap

F1071

13mm hot bib tap

F1073

Recommended

13mm extension for above bib taps
F1072

Basin taps
13mm basin taps manufactured from chromium plated brass and conform
to BS5412 standard, kitemarked and tested to 200,000 operations.
13mm basin taps with crosshead handles – per pair

F1080

13mm basin taps with fluted handles – per pair

F1082

Optima Adriatic basin taps
Adriatic basin taps with 3" levers

F1329

Sink pillar taps

13mm pillar taps with crosshead handles – per pair

F1081

13mm pillar taps with fluted handles – per pair

F1083

19mm hot pillar tap with crosshead handles

F1035

19mm cold pillar tap with crosshead handles

F1036

F1081/F1083

Telephone : 01246 458900
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A range of pillar taps, with varying handle design to suit specific applications where appearance or ease of grip are a relevant selection criteria. All
of the pillar taps are manufactured from chromium plated brass. F1035
and F1036 (19mm connections) are ideal for the larger sink and they have
crosshead handles which are more appropriate for use when the hands are
wet, whereas the F1081 (13mm) and F1083 (13mm) are suited to smaller
sinks and are fitted with crosshead and fluted handles respectively.
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Item Number

Lever operated pillar taps
Manufactured from chromium plated brass the pillar taps are supplied with
150mm long levers which can be operated by either the elbows or wrists,
using a quarter turn action. A wall mounted elbow is available as an extra.
WRC approved.
F1074



13mm lever operated pillar taps


13mm wall mounted elbows
F1084

Recommended

Optima Adriatic high neck basin taps
Adriatic high neck lever taps with 3" levers

Deck pattern mixer tap





 

F1330



Manufactured from chromium plated brass the 13mm deck pattern mixer
is ideal for the small style sink. The swivel spout allows water to flow into
both bowls when fitted centrally between the sink bowls. Complete with
fluted handles which are moulded to give a comfortable and easy
operation. The mixer tap can be fitted to any suitable sink top drilled for
tapholes at 180mm centres. WRC approved.
13mm deck pattern tap

F1026

Optima Adriatic deck mixer tap
F1331

Monobloc mixer tap





Manufactured from chromium plated brass the 13mm monobloc mixer tap
is ideal for those locations where there is only a single taphole available.
The operation of the F1059 monobloc mixer tap is carried out by a quarter
turn ceramic disc which ensures a longer working life. WRC approved.
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Adriatic deck mixer with 3" levers

13mm monobloc mixer tap

F1059
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Monobloc mixer tap with fluted handles
Manufactured from chromium plated brass the 13mm monobloc mixer tap
is ideal for those locations where there is only a single taphole available.
The tap is fitted with fluted handles, for both comfort and ease of use.






Item Number





13mm monobloc mixer tap with fluted handles

F1087



Lever operated mixer tap



Manufactured from chromium plated brass the mixer tap is supplied with
150mm long levers which can be operated by either the elbows or wrists,
using a quarter turn action. Suitable for use with tapholes between 165
- 240mm centres.











13mm lever operated mixer tap



Recommended

F1075

13mm wall mounted elbows
F1084

Overhead sprays
381

1016

Spring

102

Wall bracket
10 Pipe

95

229

Finger hook
with screw

185 Extension

196

Manufactured from chromium plated brass, both are suited for those
locations where there is a need for a thorough rinsing of utensils and
crockery in dishwashing areas. F1061 monobloc spray is designed to be
fitted into a single taphole behind the bowl whereas the F1062 deck mixer
spray fits into taphole centres of 180mm. Both models are supplied
complete with spray valve and 150mm wall bracket. Suitable for temperatures up to 130°F. WRC approved.
Monobloc overhead spray

F1061

Deck pattern mixer overhead spray

F1062

381

1016

Spring

10 Pipe

140

229

102

Wall bracket

178
317 max













Knee operated valve and spout






  

Knee operated valve

F1076

Spout

F1070





The knee operated valve can be fitted at any height to suit the operator interconnecting pipework is not included. The inlet and outlet connections
are for 15mm compression fittings. The spout can be fitted through any
standard sized taphole.
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Wall shelves
Manufactured from 1.2mm thick grade 1.4016 (430) stainless steel
polished to a satin finish. All the shelves have integral triangular shaped
wall brackets at each end. The brackets incorporate 2 fixing holes and
together with the fixing holes provided in the upstand make for a strong
and durable fastening to the wall. (Screws and plugs are not supplied).
Ensure that the correct fixings are used to suit the type of wall. Additional
loose fitting brackets are supplied for extra strength.

F10512N
600/900/1200/1500/1800
300

Stainless steel, brackets: 2, max load: 25kg
600x300mm

F10511N

900x300mm

F10512N

Stainless steel, brackets: 3, max load: 50kg
Section

Front elevation

1200x300mm

F10513N

1500x300mm

F10514N

Stainless steel, brackets: 4, max load: 75kg
F10515N

1800x300mm

Microwave shelf

Brackets underneath

F10510N
Upturned brackets

Manufactured from 1.2mm thick grade EN 1.4301 (304) stainless steel
polished to a satin finish. Two triangular wall brackets are supplied with
each shelf, which fasten to the shelf using two nuts and bolts supplied.
Once the brackets are attached they are then screwed to the wall using
the correct screws and plugs to suit the type of wall (screws and plugs are
not supplied). The shelf can either be supported from underneath or
alternatively hung from the brackets, depending upon the installation and
size of the microwave. The brackets can also be positioned so that a
20mm gap at the rear can be left for the passage of cables. Fixing
instructions are provided with each shelf.
Stainless steel, brackets: 2, max load: 25kg
F10510N

600x500mm

Catering Sinks, Tables and Equipment

Plan

Front
elevation
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End
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Choosing the size of food waste disposal unit
The waste disposal capacity chart provides an important guideline to the size
of motor required by detailing rates of disposal, appropriate volume of meals
per day and type of food to be disposed of (i.e. high % of bones) and any
situation where an abnormally high volume of waste is required for disposal.

Economy model with direct
mains water connection
CODE

In both these cases it is recommended that a larger machine is considered.
The motor grinder is able to dispose of most types of food waste including
meat waste and bones, fish scales and skins, bacon rind, vegetable leaves
and cuttings, plate waste and liquids. The volume of waste effectively
disposed of is governed by the size of the motor. The machines are unable to
cope with wire, metal, string, cloth, plastics and foil as these materials jam up
the grinding mechanisms.

Sink fitting model

LOCATION

MOTOR (HP)

RATING

ELECTRICAL
PHASE

UNIT SIZE (lxwxh)

WASTE DISPOSAL CAPACITY
(kg/hr)

(covers/day)

TYPE OF WASTE

SD280

Sink fitting

.50hp

.780kW

1ph

178x178x320mm

60

125

Plate waste, left

SD301
H50751S
H50753S
H50751E
H50751H
H60751E
H50753H
H50753E
H60753E

Sink fitting
Sink fitting
Sink fitting
Free standing
Welding into tabling
Free standing
Welding into tabling
Free standing
Free standing

.75hp
.75hp
.75hp
.75hp
.75hp
.75hp
.75hp
.75hp
.75hp

0.5kW
0.5kW
0.5kW
0.5kW
0.5kW
0.5kW
0.5kW
0.5kW
0.5kW

1ph
1ph
3ph
1ph
1ph
1ph
3ph
3ph
3ph

178x178x320mm
318x318x508mm
318x318x508mm
500x600x850mm
520x520x690mm
500x600x850mm
520x520x690mm
500x600x850mm
520x520x690mm

85
100
100
200
200
200
200
200
200

175
200
200
400
400
400
400
400
400

Plate waste,
left overs,
vegetables and
peelings, very
fine chicken
bones

Note: The specifications listed above also apply to the mains water supply models prefixed with the code H6751E.
Electrical features
The safety guard fitted to non sink fitting machines ensures that the motor will not work if the guard is not secured in position. All internal electrical
controls are IP65 rated to prevent the risk of electric shock from the switches.
Installation
Full installation instructions are supplied with the product. No internal electrical or water connections are required by the installer. Water, electrical and
waste connections should be carried out by a suitably qualified person.
SINK FITTING MODELS

.75HP MACHINES

Nominal meals 150 per day (0.5hp)
capacity
200 per day (0.75hp)

400 per day

Nom capacity

200kg/hr

75kg/hr (0.5hp), 100kg/hr (0.75hp)

1ph .55kW, 3hp 0.55kW
240v 1ph 50hz, 415v 3ph 50hz

Motor control

Wall mounted, non reversing starter with waterproof start and
stop buttons. Manual reset.

Reversing motor with waterproof start and stop buttons.
Automatic reset and overload.

Fuse rating

240v 1ph 50hz 0.50hp-13 amps
Full load current 4.5 amps 0.75hp-25amps.
Full load current 5.6 amps 415v 3ph 50hz 10 amps.
Full load current 1.6 amps.
Recommended fuse links for Type 2 co-ordination as listed by
the motor control gear manufacturer (BS 88 Type T)

240v 1ph 50hz
25 amps Full load current 5.6 amps 415v 3ph 50hz
10 amps. Full load current 1.6 amps.
Recommended fuse links for Type 2 co-ordination as listed by
the motor control gear manufacturer (BS 88 Type T)

Water
connection

Cold supply from sink taps. Recommended flow rate 9 litres per
minute. Water regulations.

Cold supply to 15mm pipe connector. Fit stop cock adjacent to
machine. To satisfy UK water regulations. Machines starting with
an H5 code should not be fitted to the rising water mains.
However machines starting with an H6 code are an H6 code are
designed to be fitted to the rising mains. Automatic solenoid
valve operated. Recommended flow rate 12 litres per minute.
Inlet pressure to be minimum of 0.3 bar.

Waste
connection

38mm BSP outlet bend 50mm male for connection to waste pipe
with U, P or S trap (not bottle trap). Avoid grease traps. Increase
pipe size after trap if possible. Fall on pipe to a minimum of 1 in 7.

38mm BSP outlet bend 50mm male for connection to waste pipe
with U, P or S trap (not bottle trap). Avoid grease traps. Increase
pipe size after trap if possible. Fall on pipe to a minimum of 1 in 7.

Motor
construction

NEMA ULCSA

NEMA ULCSA

Telephone : 01246 458900
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Motor voltages 0.50hp 1ph .375kW, 0.75hp 1ph 0.55kW
240v 1ph 50hz, 415v 3ph 50hz
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Economy waste disposal units

Plan

Economy models are ideal for fitting between tabling and sinks as a free
standing unit. Therefore they can be used for several purposes ie. plate
waste and food preparation. Each unit is supported on four stainless steel
legs which have adjustable feet. The unit is wired up and ready for
connection to an isolator (not supplied). Models prefixed with H5 are tank
fed, whereas models prefixed with H6 can be fed directly from the mains
water supply. For planning chart and all technical details relating to this
product see previous page.
0.75hp Economy waste disposal unit, 1 phase

H50751E

0.75hp Economy waste disposal unit, 3 phase

H50753E

0.75hp Economy waste disposal unit, 1 phase with swan neck,
H60751E
for connecting to the mains water supply.

H50751E
Front elevation

0.75hp Economy waste disposal unit, 3 phase with swan neck,
for connecting to the mains water supply.
H60753E
Recommended

Spares

Pry bar for Whirl-A-Waste units
F1011

Replacement motors: Waw motor grinder
0.75hp 1 phase
B2085
Replacement motors: Waw motor grinder
0.75hp 3 phase
B2087

End elevation

Hopper waste disposal units
Hopper models are suitable for welding into dishwash tabling and are
available with a 0.75hp motor. They can also be fitted to give either front,
left or right hand side feed, depending on the size of tabling. The hopper
and motor are supplied separately for assembly on site. A magnetic cutlery
saver is fitted as standard. The motor is activated by using the front control
buttons. For planning chart and all technical details relating to this product
see previous page.
H50751H

0.75hp Inset hopper waste disposal unit, 3 phase

H50753H

Recommended

Pry bar for Whirl-A-Waste units
F1011

484
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H50751H

0.75hp Inset hopper waste disposal unit, 1 phase

Spares

Replacement motors: Waw motor grinder
0.75hp 1 phase
B2085
Replacement motors: Waw motor grinder
0.75hp 3 phase
B2087
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Sink fitting waste disposal units
The sink fitting waste disposal units are designed to fit into an 89mm
waste outlet. The motor is activated using the wall mounted control box
supplied. For planning chart and all technical details relating to these
product see page 83.
0.75hp Sink fitting waste disposal unit, 1 phase

H50751S

0.75hp Sink fitting waste disposal unit, 3 phase

H50753S

Recommended
H50751S

Wall Mounted
Control Box

Pry bar for Whirl-A-Waste units
F1011

Front elevation
Spares

Replacement motors: Waw motor grinder
0.75hp 1 phase
B2085
Replacement motors: Waw motor grinder
0.75hp 3 phase
B2087

Light duty sink fitting waste disposal units
Disposal units designed to be installed into catering sinks with a 89mm
waste outlet. Suitable for installation in cafes, pubs and restaurants
serving less than 175 meals per day. The durable units will dispose of plate
waste, vegetables and peelings, fine fish and chicken bones.
0.5hp 780W 1phase sink fitting light duty waste disposal unit with
wall mounted starter. IP rating: IP20.
SD280
0.75hp 1300W 1phase sink fitting light duty waste disposal unit with
wall mounted starter. IP rating: IP20.
SD301
Recommended

Spares

Pry bar for Whirl-A-Waste units
F1011

Replacement motors: 0.5hp 1 ph motor
(light use)
SD280M
Replacement motors: 0.75hp 1ph motor
(light use)
SD301M

www.franke-ws.com
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K20674N	114
K20680N	116
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K20684N	114
K20685N	116
LP21
67
M400HD	56
M500HD	56
M600HD	56
RH140HD	55
RH320
55
RNDH200
59
RNDH260
59
RNDH300
59
RNDH360
59
RNDH381
59
RNDH420
59
RNDH450-0
61
RNDH451-0
61
RNDW220
78
RNDW221
78
RNDW226
78
RNDX200
59
RNDX260
59
RNDX300
59
RNDX360
59
RNDX381
59
RNDX420
59
RNDX450-0
61
RNDX451-0
61
RODX191
34
RODX310
40
RODX600
33
RODX600E	36
RODX600ME	37
RODX600TT	37
RODX601
35
RODX602
35
RODX602E	39
RODX604
34
RODX604E	38
RODX605
34
RODX605E	38
RODX605EE	38
RODX605S
34
RODX605TT	37
RODX606
34
RODX606E	38
RODX607
34
RODX607TT
37
RODX608
34
RODX611
34
RODX612
34
RODX612E	38
RODX616
32
RODX616E	36
RODX617
35
RODX617E	39
RODX618
32
RODX618E	36
RODX619
32
RODX619E	36
RODX625
40
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RODX630
40
RODX630E	40
RODX672
33
RODX672E	38
RODX674
33
RODX687
35
SANW200
79
SANW205
79
80
SANX120
SANX120TD	80
SANX120TDE	80
SANX120TDM
80
SANX180
80
SANX180TD	80
SANX180TDE	80
SANX180TDM
80
SANX400
81
SANX405
81
SANX4104
81
81
SANX415
SANX600
81
SANX605
81
SANX610
81
SANX615
81
SC140HP	64
SC140SF
64
SD100
32
32
SD110
SD280
124
SD280M
124
SD300
55
124
SD301
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SD301M
124
SD80
32
SIRX340
94
SIRX342
94
SO10L	32
SO1L	32
STRX210
49
STRX600
43
STRX600E	46
STRX601
45
STRX601E	48
STRX602E	48
STRX605
44
STRX605E	47
STRX607
44
STRX608
44
STRX611
44
STRX611E	47
STRX616
42
STRX617E	48
STRX618
42
STRX618E	46
STRX619
42
STRX619E	46
STRX624
45
STRX625
49
STRX630
49
43
STRX635
STRX650
43
STRX670
44
STRX671E	47
STRX671L	44
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STRX672
43
STRX672E	47
STRX673E	46
STRX687
45
STRX692
45
STRX694
45
TD350
55
WB240WM
65
WB440CP	95
WB500GV
95
WUDU0700L	82
WUDU0700R	82
WUDU1200L	82
WUDU1200R	82
XINX210
53
XINX600
51
XINX605
52
XINX606
52
52
XINX608
XINX615
52
XINX616
51
XINX617
51
XINX625
53
XINX630
53
XINX672
52
XINX677
51
XINX687
52
71
XINX140
ZANMW904
76
Z-CMPX001
19
Z-CMPX400
19
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